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Two inmates
escape from
Eddyville
EDDYVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Two
inmates on a work assignment at
the state penitentiary near Eddyville escaped after a supervisor
was locked in a supply room, a
deputy warden said today.
The pair escaped about 8:15
p.m. Tuesday while working with
other inmates in a cell house that
was being renovated.
Deputy Warden Mike Samberg
said the tit° had sharpened a
screw driver and used the weapon
to force the supervisor into the
supply area. Other inmates made
no attempt to join the escapees.
The deputy did not released the
supervisor's name but said the officer was not hurt..
Samberg identified the escapees
as Bobby Cole, 28. of Hillsboro,
Ohio, and Johnny K. Sullivan, 23,
of Nicholuville. Cole was serving
25 years for burglary, theft and
escape, while Sullivan had a 19year term on burglary and theft
cherges.

TO PRESENT PAPERS — Three of five students to be presenting papers on their nutrition research
at a conference in Louisville Feb. 15 sponsored by the Kentucky Aasociation of Milk, Food and Environmental Sanitarian. are (from left) Teresa Smith, Um Ruzich and David Brown. Having composed their papers for professor Sally Dqrord's advanced nutrition clam, they had them accepted for competition in this annual event.
Staff photo by Charles Honey -

•Nutrition students subjects ofstudy
in researching dietary experiments
term energy Store during a run. Though BroWn
13,y CHARLES HONEY
'Ain't obtain satisfactory 'results from Measuring Staff Writer
Studying nutrition isn't necessarily as dry as un-_ his blood sugar, he found that the carbo-loading
buttered toast. In fact, some Murray State Univer- didn't seem effective for runs under 18 miles.
,Though-he'll continue to "load up" for his own
sity dietetics students made themselves subjects of
their studies this fall, in researching the effects of runs over 18 miles, he says he concluded. "The best
thing is training."
,
various dietary experiments.
Ruzich. seeking to find a positive corollary betFive of those students will be presenting papers
on their research at a conference in Louisville Feb. ween dietary fiber and weight loss, found the op- poette, - She, aiong with another 'student,
-11sponsored by the Kentucky AssOdatIon Of
Food and Environmental Sanitarians. Having com- Grisham , found that their weight loss was greater
ree
low-fiber diet,- than on a high-fiber
posed their papers for professor Sally DuFord's ad- on a th-week
vanced nutrition class, they had them aCcepted for diet over an equal period midi with equal calorie incompetition bi this annulieventellairweerthe com- take. However, that may have been because they
went on the, low fiber diet first, and "it's easier to
petition last year.
lose initial pounds, Ruzich said.
It's the first time DuFord has had that many of
The upshot of the research was that "a calorie is a
her students' papers accepted for the competition,
calorie." However, said Ruzich, who is from West
has
done.
the
work
her
class
she
is
pleased
with
and
Frankfort, Ill., because of the bulk of fiber a person
The papers will be judged by a three-person panel
can be filled up with less eatories than on low fiber,
presenmanuscript,
the
the
written
on the basis of
so there is a dietary benefit. She cautions against
tation performance, and the paper's subject matgoing drastically from a low- to a high-fiber diet. HS
ter.
stomach pains can result.
The students subjected themselves to various
Teresa Smith, of Tennille. Ga., did find what she
degrees of discomfort or inconvenience in carrying thought she would find in her research That a high
Out their research, from stomach aches to running vitamin C intake aids the txxiy's absorbtion of iron.
more than 40 miles a week. The papers were done Taking 16 milligrams of iron a day, she found her
during fall semester, and students spent from four blood's iron content rose nrne.points when she supto six weeks in research.
plemented 500 milligrams of ascorbic acid:
Seniors Lisa Ruzich and David Brown, and Regardless of the total iron available to her blood,
graduate students Teresa Smith, Theresa Harper the iron intake didn't improve without the vitamin
and Sue Cloyd had their papers accepted for the C.
convention. The research of the graduate students
Smith points out her results were influenced by
related to blood iron levels; Ruzich's involved fiber the fact that she was anemic when she began her
In the diet; and Brown's concerned the relationship research. She makes no generalizations about the
between high carbohydrate consumption and ex- research as applied to other persons. However,
haustive running.
several researchers are studying the relation betThe latter research was not only physically ween iron intake and vitamin C,she says.
demanding but slightly painful. Brown, of
Theresa Harper and Sue Cloyd also studied iron
Louisville, pricked his finger four times a night to absorbtion with differing results. Lloyd found
take his blood sugar level. This was part of a routine animal iron was better absorbed than plant iron,
wherein he ran 13 or 20 miles at the beginning of the while Harper's research showed supplemental
week, followed either a normal diet or a high car- dietary_ iron and ammo acids didn't affect the
bohydrate diet for the next three days, then ran 16 availibility of animal iron.
or 26.2 miles at the end of the week.
The students, who hope to become registered
Carbohydrate "loading" is a technique common- dietitians, will present their papers at the Exly used by distance runners to provide a longer- ecutive Inn East.

Faculty Senate recognizes CHE action
The Murray State University
Faculty Senate sent a letter to the
Council of Higher Education
thanking it for establishing

minimum admission standards
for Kentucky colleges and universities.
In Use letter,senators said."We
romignies the Need for mikesand
university faculty to work with
secondary school faculty and administration to angora both increased quality of high school,college and university curriculum
and fair application of new
soidoliow.
Dr.Ken Harrell.dean of the ColIllwatolitic Similes, told
lege
the suntan that for 7$ applica-

lions have been received for the
position of vice president for
academic programs. Harrell added he expects a total of over 100
applications by the Feb. 1 filing
deadline.
A committee has been appointed to review the applications
and names of prespective candidates will not be released until
T,

the -field has been narrowed to
several finalists who will be
brought to the campus.
The position became vacant
when Dr. Richard Bidwell ac-

cepted a similar job at another
university.
Dr. James Booth, interim vice
president for academic programs,

briefed the senators on the search
for a new dean of libraries. According to Booth. approximately
1,000 requests for applications
were sent to colleges and universities throughout the country. The
position also was advertised in
library jounrals and Chronicle of

Higher Education.
The position became open upon
the retirement of Dr. Edwin
Strohecker.
Senators also discussed salary
adjustments following academic
rank promotion (instructor. antistant professor, amorist* professor and professor. Salary adjustments - hem remained constant for approximately 10 years.
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Troubled economy
mending—Reagan

Alton gets
academy
nomination
Vincent Alton, a senior at
Calloway County High School, has
been nominated for admission into
the United States Military
Academy, West Point, N.Y., by
Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Alton, 1606 Ryan Ave., Alton
serves as vice president of the
school's undefeated and defending
state champion speech team and
battalion commander of the
Junior ROTC unit, chosen three
consecutive times as one of the
outstanding groups in the country.
In 1982, Alton was state champion in extemporaneous speaking
and participated in the- national
tournament in San Francisco.
"He has been an outstanding
young man for us. He has given
leadership to the speech team,"
Calloway Principal Jerry Ainley
said. "Vincent has provided good
examples of leadership and is
outstanding in every ray."
Alton was one of several high
school seniors receiving a nomination to West Point; United States
Nave Academy. Annapolis, Md.;
or United States Air Force
Academy. Colorado Springs, Co. Acongressman may nominate a
maximum of 10 candidates for
each academy and may have a
maximum of five attending any
academy at one time.
Nominees will receive further
word regarding an appointment
directlyfrom each academy.
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light snow
Tonight light snow gradually
diminishing. Accumulations of
two or three inches possible.
Low near 20 with light winds.
Thursday partial clearing.
High near 32 and light north
winds.
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By TOM RAUM
w_h c praised by
.Associated Press Writer Republican leaders. the presiWASHINGO
TN AP
dent's prescription was greeted
dent Reagan's nudterm appeal for
IA It 11 skepticism and even sharp
a standby tax hike and the "strong criticism from, leading
medicine." of a domestic spending
h•ocrais
m
They comi.lamed the
freeze. faces trouble in Congress
proposed freeze. would still permit
even though Democratic leaders an increase- of defense spending of
say they wall.arvept-hes summons ar4 nun! 14 percent a year
to find a bipartisan cure for the
found the speech was neither
nation's ecOnomicills
fair nr
o realistic.- said Senate,
The. presitirnt, in his nationally
1)einocratic Leader Robert t'
broadcast State of the Union ad
R% rd. 1)-W Va
dress to a Joint House-S.enate sesfreezing the wrong thing
sion Tuesday night, called for
lie' offering a freeze on Medicaid
holding federal spending at about
tnents instead of -a niv•lear
roughly 5 percent above current frer:e," said Sen - Edward --NI levels _except for defense. pro- Kennedy 1 -N-Mass
grams
Ilow eter: Kenried
added
And he urged a i percent income
There Is,a strong bipartisan feeltax hike to take effect Oct
198)
on the Hill to try to work
if economic recovery fails to together on the principal issue of
risiaterialite Reagan also called
the econoni%
for excise. tiexe. on domestic and
Assistant White Rouse -press
imported oil
secretary Anson Franklin said
Reagan said cost-Of-living in- this morning that by 11 15 p in
creases- in Social Securit and EST Tuesday . minutes after the
goverruint
w
retirement benefits speech ended. the White Rouse
should be delayed for six n mitts
had received (133 t..leplione calls
. Rug support for yeagan and
And he said federal pay and. indica
124 opposing hun
retirement benefits, both inilitar
Treasury Secretar I kniald
And civilian, should be frozen for
one year
Regan. in testimony prepared for
„
se
4•Tfic. state' of our maim. is -.the'
e
Joint Economic
strong-, but our economy troubl- Committee, said today that; while
the best. way to cut the federal
ed." Reagan declared: :eliding
'We have a long wai.to go • but deficit is to pure spending. if we
Amenca is on-the mend"
are not successful in. reducing
_
He-called his plan "bipartisan. outlays sufficiently, and deficits
fair, prudent aweife,realistic
-. (Continued On Page 2
.
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surprises delegates
.(

By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky Al'
Kentucky's Democratic delegates to
Congress were a little surprised
when President Reagan issued a
plea for bipartisanship in has State
of the Union address
For some of them, it was a clear
signal that Reagan is ready to
change tactics in his battle to curtail federal spending and restore
Stability to the nation's economy
'There was a time when the
prihilid44g was drawing a--line
the dust and saying. it's we and
them,'" said Rep Romano Matzoh. I)-3rd District "Now he's
saYing we're all in this together "
Reagan's new • emphasis on
cooperation between the two parties can probably be attributed to
several factors, Mazzoli said
Not only has the president been
abandoned by members of his own
Republican Party on crucial
iotis. arilieiling toMiiinll, blat he
has probably gamed a better
understanding of ."how things
work in Washington"
Sen Wendell Ford, chairman of
the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee-;- - which helped
pay for a 30-minute videotaped
response to the president'i Tues. day night speech, was more skep-

tie al
•'Re's Mdicated a flew willingnes.4 to work with 'ongress in a
bipartisan wa)," Ford said
through aide Mike Rut-Ming
Just have to wait and see if
he follows up those words with action "
Sell %Valhi' IllitlilleStOn said he
thought Reagan might have been
worried_ about a "drop in his
public 4.onfidence'' when he issued
the plea
The president also - wants all of
US- to--sha-re :the respi'aisibility- for
Ow situation we're in." said Hu&
(Heston
Some of the politicians t:spres.ser Reagan's proed confusion
l %e•-irrig
a.
posal-- to freeze cost-of ..
1
raises for Social Security, :iI
civil service ritiplo)ce penNiorm
anti other programs
A few complained that the president wasn't 'specific enough about
turi plums
••I don't ItTio% about keeling
Social Security .and farm price
supports," said Ford "I pist can't
understand freezing prices for the
farmer with no hope I still don't
think the president has a real
r
grasp ofjust how bad: things are
out there."
There has beenspeculation that
(Continued on Page 2
-

Greene clears up rumors
he may leave Racer post
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Ron(;reene, Murray State men's basketball coach. does not regret
leaving Mississippi State, nor has he ever regretted any coaching
move he has made, he said in an interview today
And on top of that. the Racers'coach since 1978 added, he has never
actively sought another coaching job while at Murray State
Greene's comments were part of an effort to clear rumors stemming from an article by Sports Editor Billy Reed in Sunday's CourierJournal newspaper, that Greene "probably would jump at the
chance to coach at a big-time university that has a legitimate chance
to win the NCAA championship."
"That's not true," Greene emphasized this morning •'That's an inaccurate description of my feelings about working at Murray State. I
like it here, my family likes it here ... we're very happy here in Murray.
"I have had some offers from the Big Ten, the Metro Conference
and, I'd like to add,even the Southeastern Conference. So, obviously,
I wouldn't be here if I didn't like it. That doesn't mean I'll he here
forever, but right now I'm happy here."
Givens said he does miss thi prestige of the SEC. but the favorable
conditions at Murray State, especially his working relationship with
Dr. Marshall Gordon, and the financial security "would be difficult
,
to duplicate anywhere else."
More details about Grosne's future at Murray State and his interview today will appear in Thursday's Ledger & Times sports section.
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Reagan...
t Continued From Page 1
still loom in the out-years even as
the economy recovers, we are
prepared to request additional
revenue-raising measures to be
effective in those years."
Congressional leaden on both
sides of the aisle said Reagan
would have a hard time winning
approval for Pus provisional tax increase, either in the GOP controlled Senate or the Democratic-led
House
Reagan's proposed standby tax
surcharge would be levied as of
Oct. 1, 1985 only tithe deficit is
projected to exceed 2.5 percent of
the gross national product — and
only if Congress has first adopted
his freeze proposal.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn , called Reagan's
proposals 'heroic and necessary"
and said they "will be controvensal but I think Congress
will respond to the challenge he uttered."
Reagan. refernng to the highest
level of unemployment since the
Depression, agreed this was -a
painful period" for the nation's 12
million unemployed And he
declared 'We must all do
everything in our power to bring
their ordeal to an end"
Reagan said his freeze proposal
to be contained in the budget he
submits to Congress next week •
would hold the federal deficit at
about $189 billion in fiscal 1984, the
year in which he once promised to
balance the budget
know this is strong
medicine," Reagan said
In recognizing the responsibility to take' action. President

Reagan has taken the first,
necessary step in putting Americ,a
back to work," said House
Speaker'Thomas P. O'Neill. DMass.
But, the Democratic leider added: "The next step is to present a
program for action that goes
substantially beyond those proposals mentioned by the president."
Republicans did most of the applauding during Reagan's 43minute speech — his first address
to Congress since Democratic
gains of X House seats in last
November's elections.
But one line brought Democrats
to their feet in hearty, partly
mocking, applause — Reagan's
declaration that -we who are in
government must take the lead in
restoring the economy." .
Addressing the Democratic side
of the aisle, Reagan ad libbed:
"All the time I thought you were
sitting there reading the papers."
O'Neill later said Democrats applauded because -this represents
a historic political revental ... Two
years ago, before the current
recession had begun, President
Reagan said that "government is
not the solution to our problem-.
Government IS the problem."
Senate Minority Leader Robert
Michel. R-111... said Reagan's comments were very well a recogni(ion on his part that if industry
can't respond at this point, there's
room for government to move tn."
Some of Reagan's proposals
have already been endorsed by
O'Neill, Including the six-month
delay in,SociaLSecurity increases'
/".

That plan Is part of a Social
Security rescue package Reagan
said should be approved by
Easter.
Reagan said he would trim his
defense budget to save some $56
billion over the next five years,
although administration officials
conceded the proposed freeze
would leave room for an Increase
of about 14 percent in the defense
budget next year.
The president proposed a =month extension of urwimploy-

mint compensation for those who
bees asheasted their benefits. tax
credits for employers who hire the
longienn noseopleyed. additional
job training funds, and a belowminimum wage for teen-agers
hired for simmer jobs.
Keegan declined to endorse the
kind of public works jobs program
favored by Democrats, although
said he would send Cowes'
legislation offering "short-term
he and long-term hbpe for our
unemployed."

Reaction...
Continued From Page 1)
the proposed freeze might extend
to government price supports on
domestic crops and cost-of-living
raises for those who draw federal
black lung benefits.
Democratic leaders say cutbacks in those areas could have
disastrous effects on burley
growers and coal miners in Kentucky. Reagan was not specific
about either program in his address.
"He seemed to want to touch all
the bases, to offer something for
everyone," said Huddleston. "1
don't know what his freeze Plan
means. The question is: which
programs is he talking about?"
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-lst
District, said he was impressed
with the president's "strong
desire to get the economy back on
track and to balance the budget"
But he said he was disappointed

that Reagan failed to propose major cuts in foreign aid and the nation's space program.
All four Democratic politicians
said they agreed with an administration proposal to trim 555
billion from the defense budget
over the next five years.
Rep. Hal Rogers, R-5th District,
Reagan's chief supporter in the
Kentucky delegation in 1982. indicated that he thinks Congress is
ready to cooperate with the president.
"I'm impressed with his theme
of bipartisanship.", he said
through aide Mike Waring. .
Representatives Larry Hopkins.
R4th District; Carl Perkins, D7th District; William Natcher, Did District, and Gene Snyder, R4th District, could not be reached.
for, cakiiient Tuesday night on
Reagan's speech.

Mayfield firm makes higher offer to stockholders
In an effort to defeat the attempt by Louisville Cement Co to
take over Kentucky-Tennessee
Clay Co the Mayfield firm has
started a tender offer for up to
36,910 shares of its COMI11011 stock
at a pricetif $140 per share
Annsville Cement offered on
Jan 10 to purchase all outstanding
shares of stock at $173 per share
which, according to the board of
directors of Kentucky'Tennessee
(*lay.is f'inadequate
_
The clay company's board also
said Louisville Cement's offer is
"unfair in that if less than all
shares of the company are pur-

Council will meet
Thursday night
The Murray City Council will
meet at 7 30 p in Thursday in the
city hall
The council will consider a
recommendation on a bid offer
from the Department Of
Transportation for right-of-way
eacquisition of city-owned property
on U S 641 N.
Other items on the agenda include a six-month general fund
budget report and a report from
Mayor Holmes Ellis on operations
of city government for 1982.

Account report to
be considered by
school board
The Murray Hoard of Education
will meet in regular session at 7
p m .Thursday at the board office
building
Items on the agenda include
consideration of Ativity Account
Report for the month of
1)ecember, 1942, property insurance, meat bids for February,
correspondence and personnel

chased, the LoutsvItle Cement of- tender shares pursuant to the
fer may be followed by a transac- • Louisville Cement offer."
'
tion in Which the remaining shares
He Mated that, in the event any
of the company will be acquired in stockholder wishes to
sell at this
exchange for unspecified -time, the board of directors
Louisville Cement securities recommends that such
be
which may have a less than un tendered to the companyshates
pu
nt
per share value, depending upon to the company's offer.
then prevailing conditions.4.'
' The news release said proration
These statements were made in and withdrawal deadline
under
a news rele'ase from the clay com- the company's offer Is
Feb. 7 at 5
pany which also said that if p.m. (..7..ST. This means
that at that
Louisville Cement does obtain time if.the company
has received
control of the company, the com- its limit of shares, it
has the right
pany's offer provides stockholders to refuse purchase of
any received
who do not wish to tender their after that time on that
date It also
shares of stock to Louisville Ce- allows any stoekhold
ex who has
ment with a higher cash alter- submitted his shares
for isle to
native for at least peer 81"their
withiffti‘t theffiliplolliSdate 7
shares
Feb. 7 at 5 p.m. CST is the same
Ralph E. Rhodes Jr president
and general manager of
Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Co..
stated that the company's board
of directors "strongly recommends that stockholders not
By STEVEN P. ROSENFELD
AP Business Writer
Falling interest rates are helping the automobile and housing industries recover from depressed
Jack White, a Californian who is sales, but that path to recovery
internationally known for Pus skill could be threatened by the rising
with the cuestick, will present two
pocket billiard and trick shot exhibitions at Murray State University on Thursday
Open to the public at no admission charge, the shows are
The Midnight Skate-a--Thon,
sCheduled at 3 and 7 p.m. in the sponsored by Murray High School
sponsoring University Center Tiger Band, will be Saturday,Jan.
Gameroom.
29. from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. at Roller
White, who has been playing Skating of Murray. The event was
pocket billiards since the age of 8, postponed last weekend because
is the only player ever Invited to of the weathr.
appear at the White House. He has
All tickets that were dated Jan.
also been a guest on many televi- 21 will still be honored and tickets
sion shows and the subject, of may be purchased from any Tiger
numerous magazine articles.
band member. Open skating is $5
A popular showman at colleges for the four hour, event and inand universities and at military cludes skate rental.
installations for the past X years,
The Tiger Band is raising funds
White is from a family that has for its trip this spring to parbeen in the billiard supply ticipate in the Orange Blossom
business for more than 57 years.
Festival in Orlando,Fla.

Falling interest rates helping
industries recover from slump

Sharpshooter will
demonstrate skills

Tiger Bond plans
Skate-o-Thon
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data and time as the Louisville Cement offer expires, unless it is extended.
The clay company's offer will
expire an Feb. 22 at 5 p.m., CST,
unless extended.
Funds for the purchase of
shares tendered to the clay company, which is located on US. 45
south of Mayfield, will be provided
by approximately $1,700.000 of the
company's cash and liquid investments and by bank borrowtrigs.
Rhodes said that tender offer
material which fully describes the
ossisanrs dffer has been mailed
to
and he urges
sfectligfrriro review the
material.

mftworp

federal deficit.
The U.S. Treasury reported
Tuesday that the deficit jumped to
$68.3 billion in the first quarter of
,the 1983 fiscal year which began
Oct. 1, a rise of 42 percent frcim the
$48.2 billion in the same period a
year earlier.
Economists in and out of
government have warned that
heavy federal borrowing to close
the federal budget gap could slow
or even reverse the decline in interest rates, stifling prospects for
economic recovery.
Despite a record 8110.7 billion
deficit in the 1962 fiscal year,
many interest rates fell. Mortgage
loans, which were offered with interest rates of about 17 percent at
the start of 1912, fell-to about 13
percent by the end of the year.
The National Association of
Realtors said Tuesday that lower
financing casts helped boost sales
of previously owned single-tamily
homes 2.8 percent in December
from the previous 'month. the
fourth straight monthly gain.
"The housing depression is over
and recovery is clearly an the
way." said Jack Carlson, chief
economist of the group.

Social
SW Will,
••
•

(Condoned From Page 1)
all of tti can support," Reagan
said.
"It asks for some sacrifice by
all -- the self-employed,
beneficiaries, workers, government employees, and the
off among the retired — but it
poem an undue burden on none."
With enactment of the plan.
Reagan said."The integrity of the
Social Security system will be
preserved — and no one's
payments will be reduced."
The plan calls for a six-month
delay in She Jtdy's cost-of-living
Wawa* in benefits, a tax next
year on half of Social Security
benefits for middle- and upperincome retirees, higher payroll
lazes in 1964, INN and 1909 and
other steps.
Besides generating $168 billion
In new revenues or 'livings for the
beleaguered retirement systein
between now and the end of MI,
as package would iripe out two
adds of its long-term defktt over
Ihe next 75 years.

State of the Union
proposals reviewed
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here,at a glance, is a look at proposals in
President Reagan's State of the Union addrees.
NUMMI'PLAN
• Reagan's budget plan for fiscal year 1164 is based on a spending
freeze on selected government programs that would keep the fiscal
year 1961 budget from growing more than the 1983 budget after inflation.
STANDBY TAM
• Reagan proposed a standby 1 percent income tax surcharge and
a $6-a-barrel al tax, taking effect Oct. 1,1119, only if the administration's fiscal year 11811 deficit forecast exceeds 2,
4 percent of gross national product; the nation's economy is growing; and Congress
agrees to spending restraints. including Reagan's proposed budget
freeze.
EIIIPLOYMENT
• Reagan proposed an employment bill to extend Unemployment
compensation benefits for six 'plinths; give tax credits to employers
who hire the long-term unemployed; provide extra money for programs that help displaced workers; and provide a summer youth
wage differential that is lower than the minimum wage.
EDUCATION
• The president said he will propose legislation that would exempt
Interest and dividends tamed on contributions to an education saving account from taxaliairthsee accounts would help families save
for their child's higher education; would provide tuition tax credits. tip to a maximum of $300 in 1985, to parents who send their children to
private elementary and secondary schools.
DLSCRIMINATION
• Reagan said he would submit legislation to remedy inequities
based on sex discrimination in employer pension systems. He also
said he would promote enforeement of date child support laws to insure that the children of single parents don't sugar financial hardship.
- HEALTH CARE
• Reagan said he will propose legislation that would give
Medicare beneficiaries the option of enrolling in a private health_plan
through Use of a voucher; provide catastrophic illness insurance
coverage for hospitalization under Medicare; and change te'a fixed
payment to hospitals for particular services to discourage up-,.
necessary costs.
CRIME
• Reagan's proposals involving crime include measures which
would limit the insanity defense; make it more difficult for defendants to be released before trial or during appeals; increase
penalties for drug trafficking; replace the parole system and require
Judges to operate within sentencing guidelines to immure greater
litelihooci of punishment; and change the exclusionary rule to avoid
suppression ofevidence seized by police acting in good faith.
HOUSING
• Reagan said he will seek better enforcement Of the fair housing szq
laws.
FEDERALISM
• Reagan said he. will submit legislati6tr in February to return
programs and revenue resources to state and local governments.

CentutyClub begins
fund drive Thursday
Volunteers for the Century Club
driye in Calloway County to raise
money for the general scholarship
fund of the Murray State University Alumni Association will meet in
two locations on Thursday to plan
the annual effort.
Community volunteer's will
gather at 8 a.m. at the Holiday Inn
for coffee and doughnuts, and
campus volunteers will get
together at noon for a working
lunch in the Stables in the University Center.
Donna Herndon, director of
alimmi affairs at Murray State,
said she expects volunteer involvement that will ensure
another successful campaign in
Calloway County. She urged people who are interested in the
scholarship program to attend the
meetings

Century Club organizations in
several Kentucky counties are
made up of individuals and
businesses making contributions
of $100 or more to the general
scholarship program of the Alumni Association,
Calloway County contributions
to the Century Club in 1982 went
over the $10,000 mark.
Bill Kopperud is serving for the
second successive year as county
chairman, and Dr. George Oakley
Is the vice chairman. Jim Hall,
vice president for administrative
services at Murray State, is,
heading the drive on the campus,
George Long of Benton is also
serving for the second consecutive
year as overall Century Club
chairman. James E. "Buck"
Harley of Bentai is president of
the Alumni Association.

Kroger Co. mergas with
Dillon grocery chain
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
merger of the ration's secondlargest retail grocery chain with
Dillon Companies Inc. could mean
profits that the companies could
not attain without merger.
"We believe that the combination of our two companies will
result in a stronger,more efficient
and more profitable enterprise
than each company could have attained separately." said Kroger
Chairman Lyle Everuigham.
The stockholders of bah firms
voted separately to approve the
merger Tuesday.
The merge will be effective Friday when the companies file with
the Kansas Secretary of State.
Dillon is in Hutchinson. Kan.
Kroger said on the basis of 1981
sales figures, the combined sales
would have been $11.9 billion,
compared with the $11.3 billion for
Kroger alone. Combined figures
for 1962 were not available.
Net earnings for 1981 would
have been $171.9 minion on a combined basis or $3.61 per share,
compared with $126 millon or HSI
for Kroger alone, said EverIngham.
Kroger stockholders voted to
Lame 16.7 million shares in an exchange of Dillon shares at a ratio
of .4536 per share of Kroger common share for OSCh Dike common share.
Shareholders also voted to increase the number of Mem
shares in the company Milli 58
minion to 125 Wass. Nage

Shareholders had voted by proxy,
and there was no discussion of the
merger. The meeting lasted about
10 minutes.
The action completed Kroger's
end of the $740 million deal. Everingham said Dillon shareholders
also formalized the merger.
Kroger has about 1,200 grocery
Mores in 19 states, mostly in the
Midwest and South, and more
than 550 drug stores. It reported
1981 net earnings of $128 million on
sales of $11.3 billion.
Dillon operates 219 supermarkets under various trade
names in 12 states west of the
Mississippi River, mostly in Colorado, Arizona. California and
Kansas. Dillon also operates 15
small,family apparel stores.
Dillon reported net earnings of
$28.8 million last year on sales of
$2.5 billion.
"While I was enthusiastic then
about the opportunities ... I am
even more enthusiastic now about
the protential of this great company and its opportunity to grow,"
Everinghain said.
He said the merger with Dillon
valid bring Kroger "new territories and management talent."
Shareholders representing
about 21.9 million of
's 25.11
million shares of osstdanilng common dock voted on the two proposals, approving both by about
It1 percent margins.
Holders of 97.8 went of the
Dillon shares voted for the
merger.
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MES, WKRECC
to be commended
We commend the Murray Electric _System and
West Kentucky RECC. as well as the telephone
systems. for their efforts to restore elettric power
and phone service following the ice storm last
weekend.
Thousands of liorrieS were without power here and
in several areas of Kentucky. Crews went to work
immediately to restore service and most people
showed a great amount of patience in adverse situations. Most of the service in the city was restored by
Friday but West Ky. RECC faced problems of main
power lines being down acid have worked on a 24hour basis to restore service to their customers
This storm was of a serious nature and it is our feeling that everything possible was done to attack the
problems caused by the storm.
Mother nature can be cruel at times but with a lit-

Heartline is a service for senior'
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems If you

have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns. wnte to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381 You will
reeeive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope The most useful replies
will be printed trhitus column.
HEARTI.INF:. My husband is
finally retiping and we are planning
our long-time dream trip to Europe
We will be out of the country for

several months We bath take several

different medications every day We
want to be prepared for the trip and
any sutgestions OU can give us
regarding our medication will be appreciated D V
a
ANSWER First of all, you should
both carry a medical information
card in your wallet or purse You
should also wear a medical I D
bracelet or necklace so that if there is

a medical emergenc;', medical personnet will have sonic idea of your
special medical problems One of the
medical I.D cards which contain a
micro-film of sour. medical history
would be an exiellent idea

We suggest s OU take with )ou twice
the amount of the medications that
you will need You should keep each
supply in two different places You
never know when luggage or purse
might be lost or stolen Also. keep all
medicine in the original container so
that you and medical personnel alike
can identify it easily
OP
It is doubtful that pre.:4 - ript ions can
be filled or refilled in a foreign coon
try If you should have an emergen.
,
),/
call a hospital
And. if you must be treated %% tide
you are ,tvay from home. ask rho
your ow n phy so 7ian tw coroact.•.1

YOU are Sure to tt.is r to bear Otis es
;wrist.. but in many eases it would be

helpful to y our attending phy sit Ian
and give y on more peace of tutft,i If
sou do have to go to a thn-tor or
hospital in a foreign country . 11•1• sure
that you have all your medication

with Still so that this doctor will knoa
-.what s ou are taking
Also, before you leave for y our trip
ask your ihk -tor or pharmacist n thir
you should 1110 if you miss Orle tOt ()WI 4.
doses of any of the mcdo me-.
Remember that you it ill prohatik hibuss and excited on tin- trip and tti scould happen Know what I I' it it
does

looking back
Ten years ago John Bina. in his .v1.411101 y ea r is
assistant football ttt,itIi at Stin las
School, has been 11.iltwit lie•a
ttr.1,1 roat'll of the herr toothdik
0-tr
-a- -Ali.: reported lilt link- John
Tu,: Owen, 91, Way ne Nit-Manus
14 Herman ('hapiuu.ini i. and John
lioY
t 811
iffieers of Ilait.l 1 .tkige Nit

tle patience and understanding of the total situation
4a
things will work out for all concerned.

A hole in the ice
for the Pentagon

F rev

and Accepted 'Masons art- Smii

my Bradslia

•

An AP News Analysis
WASHINGTON - - President Reagan's federal
spending-f-feeze — with a hole in the ice for the Pentagon — is a repackaging of the budget control campaign he has been waging ever since he came to the
..
White House.
The change is in title and slogan, not in the
substance of what Reagan proposed in his State of
the Union message Tuesday night.
It was a catchier way of saying what he has been
saying:
He wants domestic spending curbed because it is
out of control and feeds dangeyous deficits in the
federal budget.
He wants Pentagon Spending .increased because
without a defense buildup, the national security will
be in jeopardy.
Those goals, and, indeed, many of the spending
curbs drafted earlier by budget director David A.
Stockman. fit into .the kind of selective freeze
Reagan wants Congress to approve.
ria
ld
ni
tri
vakianng the president*/budget. congresilona I — particularity the Democrats --.- will probably sefk. better balance between military and
domestic programs than Reagan proposes. Under
his freeze plan, defense spending would increase by
abqui'14 percent, while domestic programs would
get about 2 percent more.
' Not long ago, Stockman and other budget advisers were lined up against the idea of a spending
freeze, deeming it impractical and saying it
wouldn't work. But the idea gained credence in Congress in the face of soaring deficit projections. And
Reagan needed a dramatic gesture to counter the
fact that the deficits he had said would be declining
by now are soaring instead.
Budget-makers don't like freezes because they
want room for change, adjustment, and, they hope,
improvement on what went before. An outright
freeze would amount to a replay of the last budget.
and nobody argues that was even close to perfect.
No point in doing that again.
But a flexible freeze provides a slogan, an
understandable administration goal, and a catchword Reagan and his allies can invoke again and
again, as they will in the months ahead.
And a flexible freeze is the kind Reagan proposed.
Under the Reagan freeze plan, it will continue to
do so, spending more money next year than this
year. The new element is in Reagan's proposal that

the rate of increase be no greater than the rate of inflation.
The administration figures that will be in the
• neighborhood of 5 percent for the period involved.
That is the leeway and if spending, as expected,
winds up at about POO billion, it is $40 billion worth
of leeway.
Actually, given the far higher inflation rate of the
previous budget year, the increase in federal spending between Reagan's first and second years in office comes close to fitting the freeze formula he proposed Tuesday night.
There is further maneuvering room in the fact

that Reagan's freeze applies to the bottom line on
federal spending. It is not across the board,item by
Item. Total federal spending would be frozen to an
increase within the inflation rate. But the application of that curb to individual programs would vary

widely.
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When President

Reagan named foemer defense
secretary Harold Brown to his MX
missile study commission, the White
House was unaware of his laziness
connections with a major contractor
for the proposed new weapons
system a connection that threatened yet another MX mix-up
Presidential aides quickly ordered
the Pentagon to sign a waive exemp-

ting Brown from conflict-of-interest
statutes so that he can serve on the
blue-ribbon commission tb decide the
future of the MX. The Reagan administration is relying on, the
prestigious Brown, Jimmy Carter's
only secretary of defense, to attract
Congressional Democratic support
for the embattled weapons system.
Without Brown, the whole notion of
the commission would be pointless
But the White House had neglected
to check out Brown's present consultancy with TRW,the giant defense
contractor that makes components
for the MX guidance system. The
Pentagon waiver, signed Jan. 18,
relieves Brown from conflict-ofinterest provisions.- The administration is counting on his reputation for
integrity to protect them from severe
criticism for this procedure
WATTS STANDS ALONE
Interior Secretary James Watt
argued all alone in the Jan. 18
Cabinet meeting when he attacked
chief economic adviser Martin Feldstein's forecast that the economy will
grow only at a snail's pace 4 percent
this year. But he picked up important
support two days later when it was
probably too late to do any good
Watt told the president and the rest
of the Cabinet Jan. 18 that, historically. the economy gains at least 4 percent in the first year of a recovery.
Watt had no allies in the Cabinet

not

Ronald Reagan
Nobody jumped in to support Imn,
and Feldstein did not give an inch
But when Watt made the argument
again in Cabinet on Jan 20, he
r00111

received backing this tune from two
big gums: Secretary of State George
Shulz and Secretary of the Treasury
Donald 1. Reagan. The Interior
secretary responded thilt it was fine

to get a little backing, but it was too
late now to do anything about gloomy
growth estmuites that projected huge
budget deficits far into the future
_
G LENN GOOFING
. The reason Seri Johli Gletui is lagging bihind his 1984 presidential rivals
in putting together a campaign
organization is shown by the way his
staff -bungled a chance to pick up an
important ally in Iowa. where the
first national convention delegates
will be picked a year from now
When Glenn addressed Iowa's
state Democratic convention last

summer. be impressed former state
party chairman Toni Whitney, an finportant operative for Sett. Edward
M. Kennedy in 1980. Whitney gave his
name to Bin White. Glenn's administrative assistant and soon-to-be
national campaign chairman, and
expected to hear from Glenn's office
in the immediate future_ •
Instead, he- heard nothing
Whitney. who could provide Glenn
with valuable links to Iowa party at'
twists, is not on board for • the
senator. Nor is anybody else in the
state
a situation duplicated
elsewhere around the country
WHY ROSTOW FELL
A major cause of Eugene Rostow'3
dismissal as arms control director
was his backstage efforts to influence
the administration's Mideast policy.
opposing President Reagan's efforts
to stop new Israeli settlements on the

Hicst !tank
flostoW. the foritier

Holmes Ellis
1)

/•

Vide I „UVI.

several
years ago urging that such set ,
tlements are - legal 1111414'r UltUrililtiorial law Still convinced that the
settlements are- legal. Rgistow. aS
tilt-Clint- of the Arms Control and
hsarnument Agency Ail/Ai, got
into the habit of dropping in uninvited

•-StiloOl avail. wrote a treatise

on high-level Mideast policy ses..sions
at the State Department to make his
case

•
That made Rostow increasing1y

a

hairshirt at the State Department
once George Shutr replaced the considerably more pro- IsraeliAlexander Ilaig as secretary KlISIOVC
Mideast interventions tipped the
balance against him when Reagan
decided to shake up Al 11A
/CD /11.S VS RE AG AN
Angry enough that the Reagan administration sided with the Federal
Trade Commission on regulating
medical trade practices. orgarniedmedicine blew up over the appoint.

ment of ex-representative -Margaret
Heckler as secretary of health anti
human services
The liberal-leaning Heckler was
certainly not the American Medical
Association's f AMA first choice for
the job, but what really rankled was
the failure to be consulted at all The
announcement of Heckler's appointment came as a complete surprise to
AMA. which has strong ties to
Ronald Reagan arid his inliuiunistrati
A footnote: The White House did
tap a - bonafide Reaganite, exrepresentative John Rousseloi of

California, to be Heckler's deputy
secretary at MIS But he turned
down the job.

today in history
Today is Wednesday. Jan. X. the
made a SOit landing on Mats
11th day of 1983. There are 339 days
Ten years ago Actor Edward G
left in the year.
Robinson died at the age of 79
Five years ago A blizzard struck
Today's highlight in history:
r*the
Middle West, Great Lakes and
CM Jan. 311, 1942, the first U.S. Ex-

peditionary Force arrived in Europe
during World War II, putting ashore
In Northern Ireland.
• On ttds date
In NV, the South American coun' try at Peru seceded from Colombia.
In 1137, Michigan joined the union
as the Seth state.
In I141, British sovereignty was
proclaimed over Hong Kong.
In 1971. the Soviet Union Almanacs an unnuinned spacecraft had

Ohio Valley.
One year ago. In his first State of
the Union message, President
Reagan vowed to stick with the tax
cut* that he at the heart of his
economic program.
Today's birthdays: Singer Earths
Kitt is 56. Black activist Angela
Davis is 39.
Thought for today: -A sound mind
In a sound body is Something to be
prayed .for." —Juvenal, Roman
Lawyer-satirist about 14-140 A-Di.

aro.ortitng to lames
it Si
Johnsi n. esei-utig.t. seeretary of the
Murray- I'handier of I.0M1114.1•4•4.

The Murray City Council pur('has
ell it Ilea pothIct• 101,4'1 it thy
Itiretitiv ilLesirli•.1,ivri'hi, Mayor

MX missile mix-up

•

•
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Industrial Fourolation Drive N too,
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Letters
WRITE A LETTER
to the editor are welcomed and en-ouraged All letters must be signed by -the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification The
phone number will not be published

Letters should be type*Titten
and double-spaced If possible and
should be on topic s'of general interest
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject bny letter and

limit frequent writers
Address correspondence to'
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ky.

was III Washington,

Prof •Williain Hoar %hip acted as
I .:11111)401a under the
auspices of the United States before
corning to Murray State yoke at
meeting of Murray !iota' y I lob at
art

Murray Woman's Club House
Elisabeth Ilivins. ainioi (ruin Mt
Carmel, Ill . has f/ertt
SlItelil QUectl, •11.1 -44-11114;
gat Shield I-Tutor

to Jerry

Stu

1...i‘ou 4-11 Club Air
Rit k) Rudolph. Catti) .1.o% l'it
I /odd. I >avid Smith.- Pantit Smith and
I reborati Futrell
• - • Thirty-years ago
Serv uric' aboard ann.-aircraft,
4.ruiser .SS .1uncau in l'oll On - Area as
Ralph
Ilor ton. tmaleimari thud
lass. 1.nited States Na', y Ile Is the
son of Mr and Mrs V ' Horton of

Murray
1)4.11111, cpoi te d m ufti& ills
//Lit k.
Eugene I OW;
1.
IiintiN
Rebecca 111, t: 111'1111111111, 11111,1tit
moor :Hendon. tei.
Mrs Nano's.

'Mrs
au!

Ntliii
Ir llis,11). sop, tif Airs II 1
Vinson of NItirray . has liweri named
as director of his INI4111 ti Markets
with headquarters in Frankfort II.'

has been agrn ulture teat her at Sitikin Christian

High School
(.t.urf*
iiit
f
ln it)

Miss Italie GingleS, -daughter -of
Mr and Mrs Hugh 1;ingles, Murray
Is home economist for Mt-l)on:1M
Brothers. Memphis,Tenn
-Somelxmly !Awes Me" starring
Betty Grable and Ralph Meeker is
showing at the Varsity Theater..

•
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Community calendar
Thursday,Jan. V Thursday,Jan. V
SIDS isudden death
Calloway Chamber
Singers Boosters Club syndrome) Support
will meet at 7 pm at Group will meet at 7:30
Calloway County High p.m. at Health Center.
North Seventh and Olive
School
Streets.
Practice by Murray
Thursday,Jan V
Zeta Department of
Star Chapter No 433
Rep Carroll Hubbard. Order of the Eastern Star Murray Woman's Club
Jr., will speak at rush tell be at 6-30 pm at Will meet at 7 p m at club
smoker for Kappa Alpha Masonic Hall
house
fraternity ad 7-30 p m in
Community Room of
Front- Porch Swing will
Campus Chapter of Phi
North Branch of Peoples meet at 7 p.m at First, Delta Kappa at Murray'
Bank
Christian Church
State University will present a special computer
Bible Journaling Group
MSC Chess Club will program at 7 p.m. in Ohio
of First Christian Church have an organizational Room of University
will meet at 7 p m with meeting at 7 pm in Center
Mr. and Mrs Bill Van Mississippi Room,
Meter
University Center For
Chapter 50 of Disabled
information call 753-713.5
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will meet at 7
ir91.'he urine w-lhe
pin at Legion Hall
Wednesday,Jan. 36
Events at First
Presbyterian Church will
include choir practice at 6
p.m and Youth Group at
6:30p m

twirlh•

We are pleased to
announce that
Laurie Martin,
bride-elect of Brent
Hatcher, has
selected her pewter
dinnerware, flatware an,d accessories from our
complete, bridal
registry. Laurie and
iigent will be mar:led February 26

tz

The

Jack White will present
two pocket billiard and
trick shot exhibition.s at
Gameroom of Murray
State University Center
at 3 and -7 p.m. There Is no
admission charge

Parents Anonymous
Friday,Jan. U
will meet at 6 30 p m For
Calloway Chamber
information call 759-1067 Singers Boosters will
or 7534089
sponsor a card party
horn 7:30 to 10 p.m. AL
Golden Age Club will Community Room of
meet at 11 30 am in North Branch of Peoples
social hall of First United Bank Tickets at $2.50
each will be available at
Methodist Church
-door
Mothers Day Out will
Make Today Count has
be at 9 a m at First Baprescheduled its meeting
tist Church
at 10 a.m in private dinMothers Morning Out is ing room of cafeteria of
scheduled at 8- 30 a m at Murray-Calloway County
Good Shepherd United Hospital
Methodist Church
Western Night _square
Dancing by Youth will be
at 7 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church
---- Local chapter of Na.
tional Association of
Retired - Federal
Employees will meet at
9-30 a.m. at Calloway
Public Library

Shmicase
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Thursday,Jan. 27
Senior Citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p,m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m at
Ellis Center.
Campaign kickoffs for
Century Club Drive in
Calloway County for Murray State University
Alumni Association will
be at 8 a.m. for community at Holiday Inn and at
noon for campus in The
Stables of University
Center

121 eV Pim

at4

Susanne's
100S. 13th:
753-5819

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-4

Hazel and Doueikt
Centers will be open from
10 a.m to 2 p m for activities by Senior
Citizens

PRINT
SALE

Open horse show, sponsored by Murray State
Horsemanship Club, will
be at 6 p.m at Exposition
Center Admission will be
SI

(SPECIAL PURCHASE)
Jan. 26 - Feb. 5

40

0/0

T050

The first universal conscription bill in British
history was introduced in
Parliament in 1916.

,
OFF

MANY PRINTS
TO CHOOSE FROM
— FAMOUS ARTISTS —
LIMITED EDITION PRINTS
QUALITY CUSTOM FRAMING
20% OFF FRAMING WITH PURCHASE OF PRINT
10°/0 OFF ALL OTHER FRAMING
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katruty'
by Maar, 4poce..4n

It's always fun to keep up with
some alumni -athletes from MSU
who go on into the world, after you
have watched them play a sport.
be it tennis, football or what
Finn Swa Ming. former MS111 tennis stand-out, was in Florida during Christmas. on leave from the
Swedish Armed Service He was
in Del Ray Beach. Fla visiting
has girl friend. another MSU
graduate. Susan Seelye. who is a
nurse there Word is that Finn
he is
doesn't have too bad duty
giving tennis lesson to the Army
brass Nice work if you can get it'
• • •
Sheila and Mansfield Farmer
and their two sons. Chris and

Chip, also spent Christmas in
Florida. down in the Del Ray area.
They enjoyed some tennis with
some of the college tennis team.
• • •
The people of Calloway County
have, shown a great deal of
courage and resiliency. The power
was out during and after the ice
storm this past week-end, for
about three days. All over town, in
the beauty shops, the grocery
stores, thecleaners. I heard people accepting their turn of fate
with good-humor and an attitude
of -things will be better tomorrow."
The line-men worked many long
hours to restore the power. Churches and the rest home opened
their doors to motile without elec-

tricky.
We live in a county of mentally
tough folks - the type of folks who
settled this "dark and bloody
ground." Kentuckyi.
• • •
At the Murray High - Calloway
basketball game the other night. I
chatted with Kim Tharpe for a few
minutes. You remember Kim,she
played basketball last year at
Murray High, then went to Austin
Pay for the fall semester. She
said she simply wasn't happy
there, so now she is making plans
to join the United States „Air
Force, which is a wonderful job
opportunity for a young person.
•.•
Rebecca and Heron West will be
sad this week to see Becky leave
to go back to Portland. Maine, to
join her husband, after a nice visit
here this month. Becky had planned to leave before Saturday night,
but simply couldn't miss a Murray
High - Calloway basketball encounter. - What a game. Both
teams gave 110 percent.

•

Heart tont plans activities at meeting
The Calloway County Woman's Club would and Calloway County to nounced that the l'ut Unit of the American again direct the cam- encourage participation chase District Public
• Health Nurses are conHeart Association Ken- paign to solicit business
ducting a contest in each
tucky Affiliate met Tues- funds, under the direction
county's elementary
day, Jan 18, at the Com- of the Home Department
American
in February.
schools
munity Rooni of the T C Hargrove and Ivan
Childsen are encouragNorth Branch of the Schwarm are in charge of
Heart
from
to collect
Peoples Bank.
the rural campaign;
Associationfood
ed productslabels
and to cirOne of the primary while Madge Woodard,
cle salt or sodium in the
functions of this Heart Guy Billington and Edith
FIGHTI4G KY? Our' L IFF ingredient - lists on those
Unit is to conduct the an- Noffsinger head other
nual February
Na- committees for the Mur-• in the "Jump Rope for labels. The nurses feel ,
Heart" in February. This that this will increase
tional Heart Month - ray area.
•
Fund Drive to provide' The Panhellenic Coun- aerobic activity promotes awareness of sodium confinancial support for the cil at Murray State good health while raising sumption while offering
local and national Oro- University has again money for the American competition fdr a prize.
Anne Barrows;
grams of the American volunteered to canvas the. Heart Association. •
Unit officers also met treasurer of the Heart
Heart Association.
neighborhoods in
- Campaign plans February for donations to with a representative at Unit, reminded local
discussed for February the American Heart the Westview Nursing residents that the
Home to finalize plans for American Heart Associaencompassed many Association.
areas of fundraising. IrOfficers recently • Heart-Month activities tion also has an ongoing
program called "A Time
ma La Follette announc- visited elementary and there.
Daphene Mowery an- To Remember."
ed that the Murray middle schools in Murray
Those wishing to show
appreciation or to present
a memorial gift at any
time of the year may
donate to the American
Heart Association
through Anne Barrows at
the Bank of Murray.
In connection with
other functions of the
Heart Unit, interest has
been shown in creating a
"Mended Heart"
organization in the county. Those individuals who
have undergone heart
surgery and are interested in forming such
a support group should
contact Irma IA Follette,
William M. Boyd or Carla
Rearoat.
The American Heart
Association needs your
help to make National
Month a success.
Heart
NEW OFFICERS- Mean and advisor of the Calloway Geonty Unit of the
or-businesses
Individuals_
American Heart Aasociation - Kentucky Affiliate, are, from Isk seated, Irma
make donato
wish
who
Anna
La Follette, president, and William M. Boyd, vice president; standing,
tions or to assist in the
for
Representative
Kentucky
Western
Ross,
M.
Charles
and
secretary,
Stahler,
fund-raising campaign as
the American Heart Association.
a volunteer may contact
Mrs. LaFollete at 808
North 20th Street, Murray, or Anne Barrows at
the Bank of Murray.

Pier 1 imports

See our SOLD OUT Editions of
Charles Froce, Ralph McDonald,
Ben Hampton & Jock D,eLoney at
Regular Prices

Final Clearance
Tables Full Of Hundreds Of Selected Items

eutecf
Se/fte
2sQ/9.

MARKDOWN

N
e UNBELIEVABLE PRICES
r
Mae%
:
10
1t
11:
1
1
OV

$15 Racks
1

°if

75%
- Furniture Reduced 20%-50% Off
3 DAYS
Th.urs.-Fri.-Sat.-Jan. 27-Jon. 29

ONLY

PIIP

14,1 Air Getter

Mrs. Reagan
sees art show
NEW YORK IAP) First lady Nancy Reagan
got a private tour of
Vatican art at the
Metropolitan Museum of
Art, escorted by Cardinal
Terence Cooke, and says
the exhibit is "truly,truly
spectacular."
Mrs. Reagan and
Cooke, the archbishop of
New York, on Monday
night viewed the collection of 237 sculptures,
paintings, tapestries and
other art works on loan
from the Vatican
museum in the first major exhibition of Vatican
art ever sent abroad.
Afar the tour. Mrs.
Reagan and Cooke joined
guests for a dinner attended by 350 museum
patrons and other
dignitaries.
The exhibit, now on
view for museum
members only, will be
open to the public begmnIns Feb. 21..

Named director
NEW YORK (AP) Lisa Semple has been
named executive director
of the National Society to
Prevent Blindness. She
succeeds Virginia S.
Boyce who retired after
CS years with the voluntary health agency.

•
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•doctor to be examined and tell (hr doctor the truth.
Your son should be examined by • psychiatrist. Take
hint to your local mental health facility and be honest with the people there. Please don't worry that
your children will be taken from you. You need to
put your problem into the hands of professionals.
Even though your son has promised et will never
happen again. he should be eyaluated and counseled.
And on the chance that the little girls have been
peychologically damaged. they need counseling. too.
Pleasr follow this echoer and 14.t me hear from you
again. I care.

Dealt)
y Abigail Van Buren

Troubled Family's Trauma
Requires Expert Care

Adolescent's father ploys role
ANI:ELES

plays a "very
role.'

that

whether

can

Di:AFt ABM' 1 Just found out that in'. mature 13-year
old son has been molesting my daughters They are 3 and
6 years old I think I should have the girls checked Sy a
doctor to makesure they are OK. but I need-some inforin

Ur

ation first.
How much do I have to tell the doctor' Does a doctor
have to report such cases to the law or the social service
people? Would the police or social service people take thy
son or the girls away from me and put them in a foster
home? I don't want to lose any of my children
I talked to my son and he promised it will never happen
again If my children need counseling is there free or
low cost counseling available'
I don't feel close enough to anyone I know to ask these
questions and I don't trust my mail to he private .Answer.

ad% iCr on

how

team says
on

who

are

DEAR MOTHER: The welfare of all your children
should be your first concern. Take the little girls to.

those

use

parents also will
drugs. she said

mlitually satisfying rela-
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either 'sfudy • funded by the Naparent," Ms Brook said tional Institute on Drug
But children of parents Abuse, was reported by
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youngsters tend not
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drugs and. if they do, it 1,,
on an experollental as opposed to a regular basis.' •
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•
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New York City
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with
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mothers.
J,udith

psychologicalls

tionate.

said:

please, in your column Sign me

unconveaional and
have not established a

Brook said, but "fathers
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Every teen-ager should know the truth about
drugs. sex and how to he happy. For Abby's booklet,
send $2 and a long, stamped 437 cent•I. addressed
envelope to: Abby. Teen Booklet. P.O. Box 38923.
Hollywood. talif 90038.

Children inost.at risk
are
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DEAR STUPID: Think twice bt-fore
And make sure your hrion is. engisged h.rforr flu put
your mouth in gear
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An adolescent's father
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dotebook
Chapter to meet Friday

Gigantic 2 Day Sale

Jonathan N. Duncan born

The local chapter of National Association of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry 13.__Dulican..704.Poplar.St...are
the parents of a son. Jonathan Noah. weighing nine
Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday. Jan.
78. at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway Public Library.
pounds five ounces. measuring 22 inches, bon.
Robert Douglas will be the speaker, according to a
Thursday. Jan. 13-, at Murray-Calloway Count)
Chapter Apokesrriari who invites all retired federer----HOspitil The triOthiffithe former-Karenrennedy
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs Jack B. Kennedy .
employees to attend.
Murray, and Mr and Mrs. Gerald Duncan, Rt. 6
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Car!
Lockhart, Rt. 7, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kennedy, MutA Pool Party and Picnic for Grades I to 6 of
ray, and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Duncarvitt. 3.
Memorial Baptist Church will be Saturday, Jan. 29,
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the pool at Carr Health
Building, Murray State University. The group will
William Russell Edwards, son of Mr and Mrs
meet at the church and go by van to the pool The
William F. Edwards, 1110 County Cork Dr , Murcost will be 25 cents per person with each one to brray, has been nained to the Merit List of sttilent.s
ing towels and a ski hat for head. Parents may pick
for the fall term at Emory University. Atlanta,(;a
up their children at 1;30 p.m. at the church.
The list recognizes students whose academic work
is excellent for the current term, according to J.
William Moncrief, Dean of Oxford College of
The campaign kickoffs for Century Club Drive in
Emory University.
Calloway County to raise money for the general
scholarship program of Murray State University
Alumni Association will be Thursday, Jan. 27. The
Miss Jill Thompson has been named to the dean's
kickoff for the community .will be at 8 a.m. at the
list for the fall semester at William Woods College;
Holiday Inn, Murray, and the campus kickoff will
Fulton, Mo. Miss Thompson is the daughter-of Mr..
be at noon in The Stables of. the University Center.
and Mrs.. Rex Thompson of Paducah, formerly of
Century Club volunteers will be at each kickoff to
Murray.
discuss the scholarship program with any interested persons, according to Donna Herndon.
director of alumni affairs.
WINSTON-SALEM,
N.C. !AP! -- Most people
know testing is required
to develop a new drug.
**Valentines Serie/wart Weekend will be Friday
But finding the right kind
and Saturday, Feb. 11 and 13, at Lake Barkley State
of package for some
Resort Park. The cost will be $99 per couple which
pharmaceutical products
will include two nights' lodging Friday and Saturalso takes laboratory
day nights, a romantic dinner and dance Saturday
testing.
night and then breakfast on Sunday morning.
According to RJR ArThe cost will be $50 per couple for only the dinner
cher, a packager, this is
and dance combination. Reservations should be
done to insure that the
made by Monday, Feb. 7, by calling the park at 1container doesn't con924-1171. For information contact Bill Stevens,
taminate a drug or alter
recreation director, at Extension 191.
its chemical balance.

,
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Friday-

Event planned Saturday

Edwards named at Emory

'Kickoffs scheduled

Thompson named to -list

2•14,)

Saturday Only

1st Time Ever

Absolutely Everything Sale Marked

Lamps
Brass Beds
Wicker Beds
Wind Chimes
Mirrors
Etegeres

°

Copper
Brass
Wicker FUrniture
8. Accessories
Kitchenware

.1S°i° Sale
-- p4
in Friday-Saturday
u("I
Sale
0

Table Linens

Pictures
Enamelware

C**V
‘
%

Picture Frames

C)/
()S

Closed Thursday To Sale Mark Everything In Store
•

Hwy 641Jiorth , Ad1oininq Wiggins furniture Wall To Woll-Sole

Sweethebrt event planned

A DAYS
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Finally...A Restaurant
With A Complete Diet Menu!

ONLY

PRE-INVENTORY

7-2r

CLEARANCE

.. . . to your health!
A special menu for a healthier, slimmer you
THE PALACE GUARD
2 hash eysp enabled w-tlh Wren peppers and
onions slop an enollefi muffin web deed
fomarogri A g °moor* of bed, unsweetened.bud
ironed ah poi
malign the change compile,
of bog sea vow choke
$2.115
871 colori••

THE ENGUSH GENTLEMEN
1 pod a.. t *gip stop an ervigill luffi, iogl •
compote of unreasoned straggagroiri Served
w.045 • $.3•0 1 tw• tea vour chtur•
$1 911
217 cloth:win
"Oh

KEEP TRACK OF CALORIES WITH A DELICIOUS OMELETTE
271 (eons*
Multwourn
270 gAionirs
Green Pepper & Onion
277 edema
Tornado
•••• •••••• 0.••••• ••••••••
291 cards
arr. 1•••
Tlw King s flowing•
A IrgeA
•
• I•••
•••• Jnb ••.•• 5.4tree wow ••••4 • 00.
Al ..•••••••••• ...QS* •
SUNSHINE
.imetit putt 2'S nulin Inttf, a !ye*tantaiop,
TOW
ball dry whoa, wheat tone A pot of yaw chewy
011 IVA tra maws at Arlytilm
$2 9S
coloitan FRESH SPINACH SA/AD
sp,s,a, 'Into% firtrat Tualetiorns anti .5ther
Sash, wives
14 IS
54 evolor•••
VECIlt SANDWICH
Lrelucg hash, undo raced cucumbers egr. I
alas spoon a, arhnhr whim*" hewed sith •
afro% girreene
$ 1.2S
523 coiorte•

LO-CAL CHEF SALAD

FRUIT run '
UnewrightneiL bfierbirrow ontraberrws and
maid true oa • bed of a rep lava era comer
dwarf end rye, racier,
$25.
3I6 mimes

EVERY Sweater - Shirt- Blouse & Top
ALL Corduroy Pants - Fashion Slacks & Skirts
if VERY Dress - Coat - Suit & Blazer
ALL Robes - Nightgowns & MORE!

12 is

UT!LUNCH
(.4d ymos chem..dry'ahead and•fresh

4 DAYS OF "EXTRA" SAVINGS
&ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS!!

Si,.

SLA-LITE
His of ocean cod hie" sissonsa

MEALTIME MAGIC
charbroiled woad beet pose lopped wet
chopped onions Served gold% Aced honahars
WNW awn* ard • roingiod of onagertiminf
eroseenow
12.51)
615 echarim

b

•

BO6TOP4 BREAKFAST
A 6 ta charbroiled. Ada iota I nap aid
Trultrus dry .010111 wheal 101181 Irv} • t5sentpra•
unwerfiened drabomes Comes .offi • pot of
twge to• your(-Amu
$4 411
7116 e•I•r•••

gpardim Wad
317 colorldw

ORIGINAL PRICES

ENTIRE WINTER STOCK

$2
$l
51 4%
SA OS

C.rep bro.(' pew peppers, onions
adios aisle meows and boded meg
134 cellar*.

37-64%

off

and
rowed eieft • fresh reenien' add %Agee ram
brad and st-compear of frea unseeeeered Ina
44.11S
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Pot re Too
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Griefetra hike
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I Waft
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111 open lofty '0 prepare for thus gigontio overt'
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40(
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a.m. THURSDAY

ABSOLUTELY ENDS SUNDAY
JUNIOR & MISSES' SIZES
in most stores 14/2-24'4, 32-46
SIZES
PLUS

S4 ailenr•
42 agile*
66 calms.

Compote oil bed+ umweewned mad hue
Composer of fresh unwearied drawberra
Campo* of haft unewertened blueberries
Hsi•Wilt c••••kmp• Is seasonl
Order of diced ionworws

socialises
33 rakers

'Ora bastaigh. wow iirld ash subagade evalabk sr, Peqweet
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FASHION BUG
Chestnut Hills Shopping
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Where Low Prii

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD WED JAN 26T1 TE

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

AYONNAIS
3201. MR

WEEKLY SPECIAL
FLAY-041CH COTTAGE

CHEESE
'Ast, ocrrao
,
memos

69

1201.

300 sin caw

GREEN GIANT

4
"-1111

TIM LOAD SALE

CORN

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

r

BUSH BEANS

CREAM STYLE &
WHOLE KERNAL 303 SIZE

KIDNEY
CHILI NOTS

PINTO

3/$1

3$i*

2 89

INAPT SILICT-A1131"--

Resi°
t

SING'S

OTIN

It

e.•vgt

:Amoliv

SNOVNIOAT POU & BEANS 3/$1

1201.

NOMNff 4/$1

NT
KETCHUP

EVERYDAY LOW SHELF PRICES
soot
FROZEN FOODS
VEG-ALL soot.2 894
IOW USE

GOLDEN GRAIN MACA

MITI MAIO

ORANGE JUICE

99

MAILS 11
/
2 OTS4 1201.

..I3/$1

CHEESE..v.o
111-C NWT
DRINKS

2402.$

inn IMIAPI
32112.$1 19

$1 7$

CRISCO 3 1,1.

JUICE

4602.

I

COUNTRY TIME LEMONADE
$1 29
4 ROU

Pest
Rd& Orem

I

44D COUGH SYRUP

MIX

$

3402.

i
i
ll Nir
n
ai

$219

2201.$I47

GOLD MEDAL

289 FLOUR

le es.

I unlitCOUPON

49

One PerFcriily

I

Gaimeslosigsr
Ilse Flavor

Good Only At Storey's
Exp 2-1-83

MB 4111111 WNW

s

884

EMPEROR RED

5 1.11. SAG MIKE

COUPON
Limit One Per FOIWIty

111111111.1.11111111 gal

11

$139
•

-Pat GossOakle41 UOrilY.S
Alplialts Cereal

L

Ev.3483

LIP MINIM UMW IMP GM NM
ip MIND

I.

• I

*PEARS
Mil OA

NNW Inn 1111111111 MN =III Mil

1 umitone Per Family

Odnikereer
Chase Hem
Resfood

IA

RUN EVARJOU

Good Only At Storey's

'I
Ii.COUPON

•
UM =ID WM SIMS

ORANGES

..$159
Exp.

111111A

$1 8.
$1 79
07.

DETERGENT

DETERGENT _am 1#

ame Imo aim

t

ems amp imp min

I

COFFEE

PUu 1.0111111112 4201.

VICKS

MITI-PHOPERAIrt
RN.OR INK:WITS

69

VELVETTA

=NI OMB

COUPON
t Ono PK Family

I

F

2"

GRAPES

X STRUM

SURE SOLID

Us.CAN

SHORTENING

4601.794

JUICE

li

I

COFFEE

INIAPINIPIT

p

TYLENOL SO CAPSULES$233

°an

MAX WEU NOISE

TIDE LAUNDRY 41 OZ.
24 a.$

;1 09

KOOL AID

$1,
,

MUM ILATIMOOM

HEALTH Et BEAUTY AIDS

11111 CT $229
UPTON GAMILY TEA

01111-IT

4602.$ 1 19

1102.

MUM INSTANT

1
Ls. NJ 7
BAGS

KRAFT ORANGE

LIQUID

TISSUE

694

UPTON TM

C

91111111•111 lo OZ.

JUICE

78

not

CRACKERS

19

884

$1 49 SNACKS

DIXIE BILL SALTINE

OIL

2 $I 39
3122001

MIXII"en
PLAIMIS MEET

CLEANER

WESSON

SIN UM Mil

9.5 OZ.

09 TANK II ROWE 4.S OZ.

MUSSUMAN'S APPLE

PIZZA'S

.$129 FLAKES
111111MITUIlti MAUS 2

sisso-954

$1 le SOU 11511
111
LIQUID

JELLY

MR. P

KELLOGG'S CORN

Nein PAMI

.

TOWELS

tb

11941

aittsurr

BROCCOLI
3L1.SAGYIUOW

U.

I59

Goo8Ettyt
2l Storfris

111111 UMW Inn Mlle

1

ONIONS
mem situ

ONIONS

a

P41.1. 7-4 TH1 NI NH 41. A. .1.1.114.1.H A I II %. S.-f4na-.4141% Januar% 26 It

NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY --

ricesOriginate

MAGIC PURE

SUGAR

N. 26TH THRU THUR. FEB. 1ST
5 LB. BAG

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 1 I p.m.
EVERY DAY

78

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUD!NG TOBACCO L DAIRY PRODUCTS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

U.S.D.A. CHOICE FAMILY PACK CUBE

BOSTON BUTT PORK

STEAK :-

ROAST
29

.1.

LB $249
FAMILY PACK GROUND

U.S.D.A. CHOKE BONELESS
RIB EYE

ISFA SOFT

INKS

LB.

SWIFT ALL AMERICAN BONELESS

BEEF

STEAK
2
$99

,ROOT BEER,

‘.111

LB.1

HAM
99 Kk.:

.19

LB1

MI

WEEKLY SPECIAL
FIELD SLICED

BOLOGNA
39°
LB.
-

$119

IN.

FAMILY PACK GROUND

II

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN:

500"

$219
megf

LAST WEEKS NAME
MRS. L. ROACH
CARD NOT PUNCHED

LIVER

BONUS PACK PORK

LB

79' STEAK

LB. $ 1 69

BONUS PACK PORK

CHOPS

FRYERS
HAM

PRODUCE
PINIPLI•TOP

TURNIPS
Li.89
li $1 59

594

3 LEP"!

59

LB $1 29 SAUSAGE. ..LB.$129
HORMEL CANNED HAM

LB.

49" PATTIES

CENTER.SLICED

LB.$1 49

LB $ 1

FIELD OLD FASHION PORK

FAMILY PACK CUT-UP

FRESH PORK

CUTLETS

WIENERS

$169

CHUCK
SUCIII1110

'259

FIELD

STORE MADE PORK

12 OZ

1_ 79

FAMILY PACK SLICED SLAB
LB $

99

BACON

LB. $1 59

DELI SPECIALS
POTATO SALAD
994
LI

HAM SALAD

,., LI.$ 1 19

BAKED HAM

BAKERY SPECIALS

MK),99

FRENCH BREAD
IA.694

PECAN PIE

3/$1

APPLE TURNOVER

m.254

II- it till. Mt RR Al.kt . 11.1101.1.1t & TIMI•.$rd,wi4a.. Januar, 26. flS

Hanoi continues fight in Indochinese countries
Cable 13
The Murray Ledger
& Times
Cable News 13 will rerun
The Calloway County vs.
Mayfield High
Bpsketball game
On Thursday,Jan. 27
At6 p.m.

BANGKOK. Thailand
4Ap) - A decade after
American troops
their last shots and
years after Conununist
tanks rolled lido Saigon,
ending resistance by
South Vietnamese forces,
Hanoi continues to fight.
It fights in two Indochinese countries and
maintains the world's
fourth largest army to
deter another neighbor,
China. It also fights at home battling food shortages.
international debts,
fanners who don't want
to sell their rice to the
state and stubborn South
Vietnamese who would
rather flee the country.
An estimated 900,000
people have left Vietnam
in the last 10 years. while
some 425.000 others have
"applied for resettlement
in the United States under
a special United Nationssponsored program The
regime says it still holds
20,000 incorrigibles in
"re-education centers,"
described by Aznencan
diplomats as forced labor
camp.
Most of the refugees
and internees are South
Vietnamese who have
found adjustment to cornmemism difficult.
Thursday !narks the
10th anniversary of the
Pans peace agreement
which ended America's
military involvement in
Vietnam. The conflict left
57,939 Americans dead or
1111511111g.
However, the
battles didn't end for the
Vietnamese until 27
bloody months later, on
April 30, 1975, after a
final, brilliant offensive
by the North Vietnamese.
But the fruits of victory

• It will be simmered by...
- Mr. Gatti's
Dennison•lient
Pier I Imports
Apple Tree School
The Hoke Company

Roberts levity
Overby Hondo
Medford Hoes. Gollery
G & Y Feral Center
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Special Savings On Special
Selection Of Goodyear Tires
...While Supplies Last
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LOUIS('ILLE, Ky.
( AP) - The NAACP
wants Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. to obtain a
written affirmativeaction plan for hiring of

&MO
Pride-Friedthicken
& Country Biscuits

$3.29
We combined our delicious Pnde FriedA Chicken
with our Country Biscuits to come up with one

Take Another Look At Jerry's!
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The Satin brand will be
introduced Feb. 14 with
an advertising and promotional campaign the
company ;lays will be its
most extensive ever.
Lorillard officials
would niSi give dollar
amounts for the promo
tion, but said the brands,is
expected to be "a significant entry into the lowtar cigarette market."

UBE & OIL CHANGE
& FILTER
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RUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT 71sNsli's

unions have received.
The FOP is committed
to winning a larger raise
than other city workers
have received, and Orma
is unwilling to disappoint
the members.

NAACP wants hiring plan

us ai.nS."

.1
‘64.7,
79r4d;
104
7.

arrordo

ths after the FOP's old
contract was to have expired, with the city unwilling to offer higher
ralierthitn
t Mount
to 4 percent increases the
other city employee

etaserti rnwor all
rho I VIP
No TVs* Plaided

eartre

17"

cessful toehold in the
competitive cigarette
market, according . to
Lorillard officials.
Lorillard is the fifthlargest domestic
cigarette maktr, with an
8.9 percent share of the
market. The Louisville
plant also makes the
company's Kent and Old
Gold cigarettes and its
chewing tobacco lines.

Costar Pelysterd
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new cigarette this month.
The cigarette, which
has 10 milligrams of tar,
gained a 1.4 percent
share of the market in 12
weeks in test sales in
Denver and Milwaukee,
the company said.
A 1 percent share nationally woind mean
about $180 Million in 'factory shipments and would
be,, considered a suc-

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP - - The new "Satin"
cigarette, geared to
women, will be,produced
at the Louisville 'plant of
Loews Theatres Inc.'s
Lorillard tobacco division.
A menthol version will
be produced at
Greensboro. N.C.
Lorillard will begin national distribution of the

special meal! And all for only $3.294. You get
two pieces of Pride-Fried‘ Chicken, fried to a
crispy, crunchy, golden brown Served complete
with two hot, flaky, fresh-made biscuits, fluffy
mashed potatoes, creamy gravy and fresh cole
slaw It's a whole 'nother reason to .
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greater gap than in the
north between those who
have and those who MA
eke out an existence on
the streets.
Many want cog. They
fear re-education, being
shipped off to rugged
"neo economic zones" in
the countryside and
future political and
economic crackdowns.
Escapes by sea continue but at a declining
rate. The office of the
U.N. High Commissioner
for Refugees says 44,135
boat people reached
Asian shores last year, as
compared to 79,113 in
1961. Another 12,500 exited via the orderly
departures program,
with about 4,000 going to
the United States.
China, the United
States iind the noncommunist countries of
southeast Asia have
hoped that Hanoi's problems would force it to
compromise, especially
on the key issue of pulling
its troops out of Cambodia which the Vietnamese invaded in late
1978. So far, it has not
given in.
"Sometimes I think of
Vietnam as a rubber
band that's been stretched too much. I keep expecting it to snap but it
doesn't," says one
American diplomat.

Louisville plant will produce new cigarette

,
..., Ky. Sloane, who seeks the
(API - Police picketed
, Democratic nomination
Tuesday at City Hall for governor.
after rejecting a threeBilis.-OrMs. saki illOs'a
-11.1"1101811Wet,81996611tr' will be no strike.
!
that city negoilitiori clim
ed their "last best and slovAftnen, Speedup or
other job action "because
final offer."
Pickets carried signs that's what they want.
saying "City Hall The mayor wants a conDemocrats are Anti- frontation so they can
Labor," a message point the finger at us.
Fraternal Order of Police He's not going to get
Lodge 6 President Ralph that."
Orms hoped would not be
Negotiations have conlost on Mayor Harvey tinued almost seven mon-

•

Arn.it

In the Mekong River
delta, Vietnam's rice
bowl, the government has
Increased the price it
pays farmers for rice and
has otherwise allowed
them to remain free producers.
Vo Van Kiet. the country's new economic czar,
announced last year that
Vietnam hoped to attain
self-sufficiency in food
during 1963. In the past,
mismanagement, natural
disasters and foreign
wars have led to huge
food deficits, which the
Soviet Union and its East
European allies have had
to fill.
Life in Vietnam's
capital, Hanoi, is spartan, drab and organized.
Most of the people live in
overcrowded tenements.
carefully count their ration coupons for
necessities and save for
years to buy small luxuries. A worker who earned 200 dong $22) a month
last year had to spend 120
dong if he wanted a new
bicycle tire.
In contrast. Saigon now called Ho Chi Minh
City - remains tough,
cocky, resilient and
greedy. It -has an officially tolerated black market
which offers stereos from
Singapore and beer from
Australia.
MA there is a far

Louisville police protest contract proposal
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have not been sweat.
living in Vietnam.
Vietnam's soldiers conThe Vietnamese have
Um* to fight and die. allowed three airlifts of
About MAN in Cam- these children to the
bodia and 45.0011 in Laos United States, with the
are helping pro-Hanoi .fourth and largest
regimes. Both China and scheduled to take place
Vietnam report frequent Thursday.
skirmishes along the
"We have been able to
Si no- V ietna mese fron- win on the battlefield, but
tier, following their 17- we can't win in the
day war in 1979.
economic field," VietVietnam maintains • namese officials have
military force estimated told visiting newsmen.
at one million men, a Vietnam's economy resource-draining which was in danger of
measure for a makm collapse during the five
which the International years following the war
Monetary Fund lists - continues to be plagued
among the dozen poorest by a lack of raw
In the world. Gross na- materials, poor transportional product per capita tation. admitted waste
is $160 per year.
and corruption as well as
Although Vietnam has mounting debts.
expressed a desire for
Reporters visiting Vietnormalized relations with nam in 1962, however,
the United States, pro- noted some imspects for diplomatic ties provements and Foreign
are dim.
Minister Nguyen Co
Small U.S. government 'Mach summed it up saymissions and private ing. "Very bad but not
groups, however, deal worse."
with Hanoi on such matFree enterprise has
ters as the 2.500 been given some enAmericans still missing couragement.
from the Indochina war;
Farmers and factory
the controversial issue of workera in northern Vietthe defoliant Agent nam have been allowed to
Orange which U.S. forces devote part of their time
employed in Vietnam. to personal rather than
and, most recently, the collective labor, while in
fate of several thousand southern Vietnam the
Amerasians, children of rush to full-scale
American fathers and socialism,has been slowVietnamese mothers still ed
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minorities before signing
an agreement for
Humana Inc. to operate
University Hospital.
John J. Johnson, president of the Kentucky conference of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
l'eople, said the group
does not question the
commitment of Humana
officials to equal.employment practices, "but we
are talking about a 40year contract that will involve payment of around
$1.3 million in public
funds to Humana Inc."
During that time,
thunana's management
may change, Johnson
said. "The experience of
black Americans has
shown that adoption of a
well-written affirmative
action company policy is
a more reliable instrument for achieving equal
employment opportunity
than good will on the pan
of management," he
said.

Setorvic• begins
BROWNSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - A private
operator will begin ambulance service in Edmonson Couhty in a week
to 10 days under a contract approved Tuesday
by Edmonson Fiscal
Court.
The county has been
without ambulance service since Nov. 1 alter
voters rejected a 14-cerstper4100 valuation tax to
operate one.
The fiscal court accepted a proposal by
James Bledsoe of Bowling Green to operate a
private service. after
Bledsoe agreed to prowl-ions indediag a MAN
performince be.
Bledsoe proposed a
maximum imbieriptiom
cherie of PM• year for
families larger than four
people and Ill for
smaller familjes.
Subscribers would pay
$30 for ta-county
transportation. $411 to
area hospitals mid&the
County and us to
Labelle or Nalhirile.
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Florida man's duck-feeding halted by neighbors and court
ST. PETERSBURG.
Charles H.
Fla APi
Davis said he was just being kind t8 his web-footed
friends. His neighbors
said he was creating a
nuisance. And the judge
said six months probe-

with kernels of corn and
bread he bought at three
loaves for $1

• I got railroaded,"
Davis said If you were
Davis. a 76-year-old hungry and asked me for
retiree, was found guilty something to eat. I'd give
of feeding ducks that you something.Each morning for the
trooped daily from a
nearby lake to his front past year. Davis would
wait for the freeloaders
yard

The ducks come here
They're harmless,- he
says
But neighbors didn't

Former commissioner appears before jury seven times
LEXINGTON. Ky
) AP ) — Former State Insurance Commissioner
Harold B. McGuffey of
Smiths Grove has appeared for the seventh
time before a special
federal grand jury Investigating alleged corruption in state government.
McGuffey spent almost
40 minutes with the panel
on Tuesday, but declined
to say what questions
were asked of him.
But William Scent of
Louisville. McGuffey's
lawyer.- said there was
**nothing new" and that
the jury apparently
wanted to "highlight portions of testimony given
before."
McGuffey already had
testified six times before
two grand juries, the first
of which 'began meeting
in mid-1979.

He was named a codefendant with former
Democratic state chairman Howard ''Sonny"
Hunt Jr. in a mail fraud
and extortion indictment
returned in July 1961. The
Indictment involved an
$1150,000 kickback scheme
in Slate insurance commissions, but U.S. Attorney Louis DeFalait,e
said McGuffey's role was
"secondary and pnmarily passive.'•
Last March. the
government and Mc4;uffey's lawuyers reached a
"pre-trial diversion

agreement" under which
charges against McCuffey would be disrms.sed
after one year provided
certain conditions were
met -- and one condition
is that he continue to be
-available to testify before
the-grand Jury.
The United States
brought the former insurance commissioner
here from a vacation in
Florida It paid the air
fare
Hunt is in pnson for
contempt for refusing to
answer questions before

Declarers club suit
looked ready to run in
today's interesting game It
was, but that Was only until
declarer did something silly
to get into his own way
West led fourth best and
East was allowed to win his
ea came. • c an
ing
declarer won the queen
Counting on five club
winners, declarer correctly
led a spade to develop his
inn& 'trick and dummy*
queen went to West's ace
Back came another heart
and it was time to run the
clubs
Dummy's club ace . was
cashed and a careless five
was led to declarer's queen,
West discarding a spade
Now it was impossible to
run the club suit and the
defenders got a plus score
A little forethought
makes the game much easier After playing dummy's
club ace, declarer should
play dummy's club 10 to get
that out of the way It would
be silly to run the 10. of
course, so declarer's queen
wins. West's spade discard
reveals the club situation.
but declarer is now in
command He gets back to
dummy in either spades or
diamonds and the marked
club finesse brings in the
game.
One cannot be sure of
when he might need a
NORTH
•IC Q 10
•A 1011
•AJ73
•A 105
EAST
WEST
•A J 7
•Ii 6 5 4
K 42
J 96 5 3
0Q115
•K 109
•J173
•4
SOCTH
*132
V Q7
06 4 2

of the twig tam ir hood a few Davis could have gotten the ducks
I think it eta,, twin% .
months ago when irate as much as 90 days in jail
But it
Ts4 haw,
finesaid
WO
a
and
d
summone
homeowners
to ,the
l'hv judge ordered w ;isn't I uwu
police to lodge coml'heN has e
plaints about a health Davis to stop feeding the neighbors
ducks and warned him their rights too
hazard
Dav is sail he'll obes
Davis said he stuck to not to lure them back to
the juctgc c ,Tders es .•11
his schedule of morning his property again
Assistant State At- though til'• still has three
feedings after representatives of the Society for torney. Kick Tschantz. bag. of ht val left tti his
who prosecuted the case. garage
the Prevention of rruelt
If I h.et the right kind
said Davis' cause wasn't
to Animals said he could
from
bring this to
ttione‘
of
testimony
by
helped
the
Fly entually .
Supreme Court • •
arguments landed in neighbors that I has is the.
would run his garden lie said Rut they 'y e g it
court
In handing kiimn the hose to make puddles for Inc over a barrel
probation sentence Fri1.1
Cou
if ay
Freenntit 5aid
Davit. violated a cif) law
Old 641 N. At Alma
that forbids "acts tending
Pastor leather Larry Saloon
to t ause ongestion if
Mstirvir
il111111:1IN It (1,04, clot stop
lhorscloy fon 17 Frt. 21 So f 79
people from feeding
animals at park. and
7 00 Each Ni9Ai
public areas Rut it does
11rIt lame, Garland
prevent them from
184 • Billy Tonto,
feeding them in areas
19,1.-Doo Form*,
where they czin create
riefra
•
health hazard
According to police.

Northside Baptist Church
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CASH is KING!

FOB. STO

"Few things are brought
to a successful issue by
impetuods desire, but most
by calm and prudent
Thucydides
forethought

the grand WY He plead'
ed guilty to mail fraud
and income tax charges
and drew a three-year
sentence that has not yet
begun
Ann Shirley [kooks of
Frankfort, a friend of
Hunt, also was subpoenaed She was .told
that the Jury would not be
able to question her Tuesday
Also subpoenaed was
Charles "Chuck"
lambert, a former acting
finance conunissioner in
the administration of
then Gov Julian Carroll

agree They complained
that the hungry turtS
roosted in flower pots,
pulled out plant bulbs and
made themselves at
home in mud puddles
created for them by
Davis
Williams Buckler,
Davis . next-door
neighbor. said his yardman threatened to quit
becaUse i)f duck droppings
'We didn't have this
problem Until he moved
here,- said Buckler. who
testified at a hearing last
week Its all this man's
fault for feeding the
birds There used to be
two or three ducks
around here Now. since
he's moved in, we ha% e
about 100 of them
Davis maintained the
ducks were alreadv
visiting ba•kyartis when
he moved here about a
year ago
The dispute moved out
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Items and prices In this ad are required to De
readily aeadabIe hat sae in each Kroger Store
except as specificamy noted in thee ad If We de run out of an
adeertfeed Nem, we Ma offer you
rout dWeCe Of a rornbarable item when avamarie rehecting the same
Savings or a rain Check
which will eetttIe you to purchase the advertised I
tern at the advertised once, arivetrne Within
10 deaf

Silver Platter - Whole

Grade A Basted 10411S

Pond Raised Fresn

S.0.9 Grade A Molly Farms
Fatally Pat Oiled Parts of

ti0

U.S. Gov't Graded Choke Beef

Chuck
Pot Roast
$158
Noneless

lb

Styes Ito Beef. Mot Ileloqua or Salami

Perch Fillets

Luncheon Meats

120t

Fresh Staadard

biKI

Gulf Oysters

9159

PreekseSI, Uslee

Sno-Crab Clusters

Chicken Patties

Previously From Whoie

Family Pal Thuler

Silver Salmon

Pork Steaks

Millsliire Farms Regular or hoof

WM leas Isis

Smoked Sausage

Senor Blue Burritos 3

k.bmily Pak Colt

d " $199
leg° Lamb 6""""

Toes Chides Sticks Chick.* 4 Cheddar or
12 tu
P119

Owen OW or Uwe Can

cutter

Sliced
Bacon
$1

58
Save 90,Per Lb. On Pecan Covered

Cheese
Balls
MOMS MOOR Mae., /01.4M0 Perg Wine
at Ma II Green Ilktioriliki

AlialkAell OW at MIS MN NU ealliallS
Washington State Ex. Fancy
Red or Goiden 88 Sire

Delicious
Apples

.59°

Saw IP Per ta es Selti

me pi anti vser Odor
Smirks. et Sequa Potato Sails.
Cab Sise et Mauna UAW n
Ns Petah Salad
Saw or hy Lb IN Noss* 111 Its

Simettewe Freetell

Sweet
Potatoes
Waxed
Rutabagas
Savesr eer Lb.On
NOOS Sala
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Grind it Froshi Spotlight

Froth From Florida, Kraft

Kreger 2%

Bean
Coffee
999
i
d g
$1.

Orange

Fresh
Milk

Deczifelasted

12
It$30
as OP

Miff Coffee

It
s ylte

slab
mew
Grapefruit Juice

5100
S

GOMM PION ibe SIN Of Motu

Corn Chips

Kidney Beans

Si

bap

116114 61 WON WA it Cass
14.1
ass

Minute Rice

Bush's Hominy
Made With Real Eggs

mew
Sig" Frosted

s
a.LI89
$1•0
$109
89C
2'scz goo

agaigiuts•stm, maw
Martha Wkite Mil
PiPIII4.1111014

nef Way On
MOWS* WOWS
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Rams

Choosey Mothers Choose

reTly's Tamales

89c
$139

Iset5“0 slit

Peanut Butter

Hormel Spam
Hamburger Magic

MitPIM

89

Golden Griddle
Pancake Syrup

Pt'

$11 gig

sasm.
Vanilla Wafers

I as
SOO

1
2
9
$

Fab Detergent

$189

*SWISS(Miley

89C

Scot Towels
aim.nits.

Soft 'N Pretty

5129

lSIN Domster

$159

Viva Napkins

-4 $100
1602
cans

!wait

Flavor
Nestle °elk

a
rliT
4COlate

3
$1
699
2-,4:2
$149
G12

Lucky Charms Cereal

ciii

r• ow* mit Nom

Maxwell House
Coffee

5189

Spaghetti and
Meatballs

2"

1 lb
can

2w. 79c

Chef Boy Ar Dee Beef A Rohe or

3o, 5100
$ 00
Ni

II

Good To The Last Drop

Phi

Mats tallies

59

Maxwell House
Coffee

Nails Nem a Own

Macaroni & Cheese

MOSS ON*

11.1
cis

IMO iibfl Settees,

Green
Beans

Crispy Cereal
2 lb
jar

IS Si
tie

to.s.telf
Lipton Tea
INN*,
Hot Cocoa Mix

180s.

$179

l"
irrie Saltless

I39C

79C

WA MISIMO

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
111
Regular,Mint or Gel

For soe•dy ReNef

Alka Seltzer
Crest
Toothpaste
Tablets
trnoz.sI37 %ccs153
•
Iftl.
tube

Wel

111

Vasaftne

NighttiM• Geld
Medicine

Intensive
Care Lotion

Vick's
Nyquil

igtr.$2.9 igtr.

Dry Idea
Roll-Oe

Deutvtm
C.apseles

99
s2

DAIRY
Fit 81 Ni Oat Mk .1411011111•O OWN &OM

i

Margarine
Vilreeta Slices

"4

01

,20, $1159
pp.

IceZ;;;;

Che seWhdar

relanisade

Oat

+
Genuine

C 1 10-24

Kodak
Film

379

sIror s227

Mr. Coffee
Filters
loom',7c
box

Cookie
Pall

Willert 99F0

President
Ashtray

Tablets or
Envelopes

SKI

99c

each

(SI$NDPDI

$77
IMI

BAKERY
3;1; $100
Pt
$120
2,11; $109
Kroger
sips FrilerTopped Rolls
89c
99c Seat Bread
59c

'

Tor
Mead Human Beans

Cbei Sits

ail

ct.

S IS$119

a

0169

44 psi

,20, 5009
P'S

Lemon Jumble Cookies
wets*,
Omega HOW

HOME & FAMILY NEED

PERISHABLES
$irs
11
Kroger Buttermilk

'Mozzarella

%II

7,

15 oz
can

219

iii

1114111111
liSt

19

Cal

Crisco
Shortening

Diet Drinks

Welch's
Grape Jelly

69c
59c
sign
79c

IS Si

12 oz

Soft Drinks

Double Luck Cut

IMP

Deliciously Fresh

plastk
Wes $205

Pure Vegetable

3 lb
can

&MO,Soup

Jif

with Beans

$109

si
cm

WM"'et Pletsif

lain

6' 2 Oz.
can

24 44
Ot1

Condemn Milk

Low-Fat Milk

Star-Kist
Tuna

159

320z.
jar,

slog
Wafted III II

Chunk Light

Kraft
Mayonnaise

2 liter bottle

'229

"
Ci
ala 69C

lIwitlaeltnite Flour

Bush'sariras

Coca
Cola

plastic gallon

Known 'IN

3

carets Corn

Pork 1 Beans

Sprite,'Tab or

?

\

•:

Glass
• Decanter

83c
$497

pass

FROZEN
Frozen Dinners

II It

POI

lull Ina IMO& Mgr 1nt••

Orange Juice

12 es
(IS

Ilrasese Lfltli 1,In
'Cl

Corn on the Cob
Corn Dogs

pitS

22.1

79c
83c
:139
*249

PiIIs mry

Assorted

HinigryJack
Biscuits

Jeno's
Pizza

sloo

10 oz.
Pkg.

$129
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•

•

4
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P
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I/1,1A & 11%1E%, edeesda), Janssen 26 PM

Kentucky Family Funland scheduled to open in April of 1984

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Bondurant Mrs.Simons Mrs. Denham Mrs. Orr's rites
dies Tuesday
dies at center dies Tuesday to be Saturday
Mrs Lillie M. Bon&trent, 14. Benton, died
Tuesday at 6 a.m. at Lake
Haven Health Care
Center there
She was a retired
employee of the Merit
Clothing Co. Mayfield,
and a member of the
First Missionary Baptist
Church, Benton
Born April 20, 1898. she
was the daughter of the
late Charles W Waldrop
and Bettie Holmes
Waldrop
Mrs tiondurant is survived by her husband,
Hurley Ronduranl to
whom she had been married for 6 s ears; one
sister, Mrs lila Hooker,
Itt 5, Benton brother-inI Bonlay*, I arl.'
durant Nita- NO&
The funeral will be
Thursda!, at p !IL in the
chapel , 44 }u lb' k and
Cann 'Funeral Horne.
T he Re
Benton
Garland Sills will 4 4'
ficiate
Pallbearers will be
John Ed Barnes, Forrest
Vole, Clayton,L-yles, Tar
'ole, 'Ferrel I 'ole and
Robert Edwards Burial
'A III follow in the Benton
i•ertietery
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today Wednesday)

Mrs. Janette Simons,
mother of Charles
!Chuck) Simons orkfurray, died Tuesday afternbon at Regional Medical
Center, Madisonville.
She was 78 years of age
and the widow of Jesse
Simons of Madisonville.
Mrs. Simons is survived by two sons. Charles
Simons and his wife, Barbara, Murray, and Dr.
Gene Simons, Athens,
Ga
ALso surviving are four
grandchildren including
Mrs. Michael I Marilyn)
Konrad. Calvert Cityrand
Mrs Larry (Carol Ann
Lockhart, Houston,
Texas, and two greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Thursday at I p.m._ at the
First Presbyterian
Church, Madisonville.
Burial will follow in a
cemetery there.
•
Friends may call at the
Barnett-Strother Funeral
Home, Madisonvillf.

Walter Gray's
funeral Friday

Final rites for Walter
Gray will be Friday at 10
a m in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home
Dr David Roos will officiate.
Burial will follow in'
l'ril es furnished by First Murray Memorial
of Michigan. W4x4man Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m
today (Wednesday
Mr. Gray.60. Rt. 5. died
Tuesday at 4 40 a m at
his home
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs Inez Gray; two
daughters, Miss Patti
'...ratt•. Id 4
Gray and. Mrs William
Dill, five sons. Walter.
Jr , Daniel, William.
Randy, Ron and Jack
i'vvvyr•
Gray; four brothers.
Clarence. Glenn, Wayne
a,
and Earl Gray, eight
i rr •a '
grandchildren
KIN(; MARRIED
King Henry VIII of
England married Anne of
4
(leves, his fourth wife, in
,
ti• 1540

Stock market

Mrs. Lottie Denham,
78, Haset. died T000doy
at 7 p.m:'-at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Charlie Denham, died
Nov.5,1970.
The Hazel woman
retired in 1974 after serving for 38 years as
postmaster at Hazel. She
was a Member of the
Hazel Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 20, 1904, she
was the daughter of the
late Wave! Alderson and
Alice Barber Alderson.
Mrs. Denham is survived by one sister. Mrs.
Boss (Fannie) Brown of
Murray; one nephew,
Max Brown and his wife,
Myrtle, Memphis.Term.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at
the Hazel Baptist Church.
The Rev. James Garland
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
In charge of arrangements is the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel
where trim& may call
after 4 p.m
today
'Wednesday )

WOMEN MAIN BENEFICIARIES
Women are the main beneficiaries of Social
• Security. The Social Security Aministration says
that of the 32.2 million- adults receiving benefits.
about 3 in 5 are women. Overall, it says. some 35.2
million Americans
3 million of them children
get Social Security benefits.'

caavaatiaosra and State
Fair and Kentucky Derby

Crowds
The state

tribute $20,000 to cover
utility aces* costs

con-
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TOTAL HARDwARE CoasttoCoast

Old Stuff Sale
Check Out The Savings On Our Old Stuff! Overstocks Clearance —Closeouts - Etc! Prices Are Cut! Limited Quantitles
ELECTRICAL]
HOUSEWARES
Chandeliers, Light Fixtures,
Wrought iron, Amber Glass,
Etc.

Cookware - West Seed
Matching Striped
Pots, Skillet,
Tea Kettle

1/

1 /3 Off
Elec. Fry Pan

Garland's
Restaurant

Bread Box $1

8°'

Harmonize With
West Bend

$350

111•••

S... I ....•2 p.m. hi.-Set.
cia.•9 p.m.
M“.•Then.
....-1130

$45

(1 Daly)

Closeout
Insulated Boots
- in Some Sizes
Deck Shoes For Ladies
Lowest Prices Ever
Assorted Fishing Rods
Some Noels & Lures

Striped To Match

Whits loess, Ceia Slaw,
French Friel, Nesheeppist

SPORTING GOODS
Rog. $49.,S

Canister $ 1 299

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish

2 Price

Compelled Hunting Bow

$2995

lvite Greve
All Yee C.. 1.1

;(

will

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED

r

,

-

Services for Mrs. Mary
E.Orr will be Saturday at
1 p.m. In the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Gerald Owen will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist
and soloist.
Burial will follow in the
Macedonia Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
Thursday.
Mrs. Orr, 53, Warren,
Mich.. died Tuesday at
3:30 a.m. at her home.
She was the daughter of
the late Elmus Mitchell
and Louisa Witherspoon
Mitchell.
Survivors are her hu.sband, Henry J Orr; two
daughters. Miss Peggy J
On', Warren, and Mrs
Thomas J. Eisenmann.
Rt. 4. Murray; one grandson, T.J. Eiserunann.
Also surviviing are
three sisters, Mrs. Irene
Curry. Mrs. Maurelic
Williams and .Mrs
Beauton Osborn, and two
brothers. Melton D. Mitchell and James C."Mitchell. all of Calloway
County

.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
API — Kentucky Family
nankin& with 14 rides, a
children's zoo, two lakes.
a 500-seat amphitheater
and an Indoor theater, is
scheduled toopen in April
19414 at the stadium
grow&
•
Ticket prices haven't
been set, but a 57.50 admission covering all rides
Is wider consideration by
Southern Amusements
Inc.. which signed a contract with the state to
spend at least SI million
building the amusement
ParkThe state Fair Board
has been planning the
park for eight years, to
try to attract local
residents, vacationers,

[BICYCLES

Utensils 6 Pc. Set
Blends With Above
$57

20" Mag YAW Bikes

$98

hi. 3139.99

26" Men's 12 Speed She Deluxe

TAPPLIANCIS
HARDWARE

e0aSatTOAL

$89

Dishwasher Portable
Stretch & Dent
Cherry Block Top
Brown

toCoast

MASTERCRAFT 3-YEAR
MAINTENANCE FREE
BATTERY

24" Boys' 10 Speed Red

$79 leg

.$114.44

20" BMX Bikes
She & Yellow

Rog. $479$375

$89

Hoover Pert.
Power Vec

Under normal operating conditions you may never have to add water
to these batteries again.
Average Cranking Performance
74
27
24F
27F
73
24
22F
3 year _ 310 _ 350 _ 350 _ 410 410 310 _ 350

$89

los. $134.19

20" Delius Girls'

Unfinished Fernitvre
Limited Selection

S

Women's

Silver 1S Speeds

, LUMBER
1/

aeo. $1111.16

26" Men's or

Rog. MIS $69

ale $36 wIth Trode-in
TM Weer/ to meet original equipment specifications and to provide extra power log novel
717-0201 tutu 787-1209

11.1.

$78,

Kw $1919

3 on

F TOYS
1/2on

HOME FURNISHINGS
Bar Stools
Brown or Mock

Selected Toys
L_AUTQMQTIYI_

2 on
um'car huts 1 /2 on

$29
"

Sew Seat Covers 1 /

Deem Bet Steels
Camel or Grey

Some Troller Hitches 1 I2 on

Boo. $55.111 $3999

Meet Steeds 1

/2 Price

Com Take This
OW Stoff Off
Aliff Moods!
Other OW Shift
Greatly todosoill

Brown Folding Oaks
lhog. $22.95 $1599

I

We're Up To Moro I
Witb Our OW Stiff!

Sorry N.Loyowoysl
Os OW Stuff!

Come See The New Line of'83
Mowers And Tillerilli

Coast To Coast Hardware p,..,
Coast to Coast Hardware
- 75346
"^
Central Shopping Center c)""'S'3946°4**4°
'

•

Courtrai Sep*.Caster

753-$404
1
Miff We

6

4
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•
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Lady Lakers break .500 mark

Bowie
sidelined
for season

Halftime talk sparks Laker win
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
The Mayfield Cardinals
soared into Calloway
County's gym Tuesday
night for a boys &rat girls
doubleheader, and fluttered out on broken
wings. The Lady Laken,.
„ coming off a 37-point victory the night before
against Wing°, drubbed
the Lady Birds 58-40 As

an'enchore the Calloway
boys rejected a halftime
deficit to battle back and
pluck the Cardinals. 7561.
Lady Liners 58, Lady
Cards 49
"This is the first time
ttu.s year we've,been
aboVe .500," said a joyous
coach John Orr, after his
girls boosted their overall
record to 74. ,

The Calloway skipper
said he believes these last
two wins will help his
learn gain montentiun
which is a very crucial ingredient to have with
Marsh!!! County and
Hiclunan County- being
the next two hills the
Lady Lakers mint climb.
Tammy Trees led the
Calloway girls in. the
sconng department for

the second night in a row
Her 16 points and nine rebounds were identically
matched by teammate
Tern Malcolm. who orr
said was starting to accept her rote as the
inside-worker on the
team
-The-y re closing. in
more on Beth Hooks
and leaving me open.
said Treas. who explain-

HINDSIGHT - Marshall County's Danny Natighton (white jersey) leads the Marshals' break against a
hustling Murray defense. Naughton led all scorers with 15 in MCHS'72-64 win over the Tigers Tuesday night.
Trying to defend against Naughton on this play are David McClinton (11) and Roger Dunn 115) while Jamie
Johnson (40) and Jim West (41) close in from behind. Tuesday's game wail the second of a ftve-game road
stretch for Murray.'
Staff photo by Jim Rector

ed her :19 points in two
games
Anita Hifi. the Lakers
quick guard. produced 10
points, while Beth Hooks
added seven to the vietorY" On'said, along with
offensive,show she
did a very good lob applying defensive pressure all
night
Trees %gni she feels the
two previous games, in
which the Lakers have
won by 37 and 18 point
margins, have helped the
team play together •'We
need to learn to play team
ball." she said
_
The Calloway W•omen
will host Marshall County
.Thursday night at 8 and
.junior varsity action will
get underway at 6'30
takers 75, Cards61
••':We“ hatt-a good little-talk at halftime." said
_Calloway skipper Jerk
Pack- Whatever the Laker
mentor hitd to say
motivated his team in
such.
manner. that it
turned a four .point lead
into a 14-point victory and
an assured the Lakers of
at least third place in the
final district standings
Calloway finished its
district schedule with a 33 slate and must now wait
for the outcomes of
Mayfield's games against
Marshall County and
MiirraY to see whefe the •
Lakers will be seeded in
the four-team tourna
men%
Pack said after his
halftime pep-talk the
ARCHER Brad Skinner 43) lofts a two-pointer
Lakers-took the fli)Or in
against Mayfield Tuesday. The Calloway
the same style but- Much
sophomore tallied 11 points in his team's 7-.61 win,
more aggressive.
over the Cardinals.
Staff photo by Chris Evans
‘2B)
(Continued on Pg.
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UAB upsets'Toppers
By The Associated Press
Pardon Alabama.
Birmingham Coach Gene
Bartow if he seemed surprised to be talking about
winning a game.
Eight minutes into
Tuesday's Sun Belt Conference game at Western
Kentucky. Bartow was
probably wondering if his
team would live through
the night. Western Kentucky held a 244 lead.

24 for Western Kentucky,
9-8 and 2-4.
UAB, 11-9 overall and 52 in the Sun Belt, used a
22-4 run to close to within
311-211 at the half and then
forge a 42-40 advantage
with 18:72 left in the
game.

But, as Bartow allowed
later, "it's a 40-minute
Nearly run into submission in the first eight
minutes, UAB made good
use of the remaining 32 in
salvaging a 68-66 victory
over a Western Kentucky
team that has now lost
three games after blowI n g huge first-half
margins.
- Naturally. -we're
elated to have gotten out
of this," said 'Bartow,
whose club got the winning poind with two
seconds left on a lamella*
layup by Luellen Foster. .
Foster lad a balanced'
UAB attack with 14
points. Tow Mica bed

get the ball past
halfcourt. The halt ended
with Murray trailing 2922
Al Wells started the second half rolling for Murray with a layup after the
tipoff,.. but the Marshals
proceeded to reel off
eight unanswered points
in the next three minutes
Murray's Jim West was
the workhorse in the losing effortmpumping- in 13
points, bb K.king three
shots :Ind Si Taping for

seven rebounds
*. Most of the -night- West
worked against decidedly
smaller and quicker opponefits as Toon didn't
play his 6-6'2 center Scott
Stone very much, preferring to operate a quicker
zone against the Tiger offense.
West did vent some of
his and his team's
frustrations when he
pounded the glass with a

host
one-handed stuff witi til the
1.1
3 22 remaining- in thegame However. like the
rest of the Murray of.a
4 'WI }tR(
fense Tursda%. it was too
• A
%1
too late
•
Friday the Tigers take 4
'
to the road 'again when.MAKS/Ili 1 • l•
they visit fulton
Counting last Saturday
game at Murray State. • ••
the Tigers are in the mid"
vi
tile of a five-game road
as
i"-''-tff
stretch which will last tat-
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Year End Close Out

YVAMINT410

CONDUCTED BY MOTEL MATTRESS DISTRIBUTORS

AT:

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 1 49

517 South 12th Hwy 641 Murray

innerspring Mattress & Foundation
Beautiful Quilted Covers

NOP, Gods( Breed
Solod 59 lotto

Back by popular demand

SPECIAL
POLY FOAM

0... IOW, On D.''

DATE:
Wed., Jan, 26th
Thurs., Jon. 27th

TWIN
FULL
$3900

99 Spero& For Cdt
Wedneidel 1 I AM

Eagle Inn

1 OPM

•
ii.0111M4114.111e11114494111110,444.11ellelieit

Notice Of Office Relocation
Dr. John W. Golberg, P.S.C.
M.D., F.R.C.S. (C.)
Orthopedic Surgery
Suite 308
Mason Memorial
Medical Arts Building
Murraif-Calloway County Hospital
•

Nat Phone Number
(Ara Code 502)753-1486

TIME:
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Bring your car,

truck or trailer
Plastic Wrapped

Each Piece
V
.

WHILE THEY LAST!!
All merchandise is brand new. None used. None soiled. Still in original factory packaging
Not to be confused with bedding belonging to the motel in which this sale is conducted

-SAVE AS MUCH AS 50% ON ALL
Unit
Owe
Ceepen

Per Set

$20" Off
,,

Fina 199.00
1416-4Twiegede""
$ 135.00
in Set.
Is,
1.1"r"ri"5.1

ree Set. 299.00

•
$

41111•••

_

Any Size Innerspring Set
With This Covpon
Expires 1-27-83
I.M.=•••••••••

eeedetiee Sat
$ 1 80•00D:1;1.
let. 399.00
Twee
•
S•1
Nil Rot. 419.00

TERMS
(leeks(Verifken•a)
Cosh
Alatutrcerd VISA

/1•11yereed led Frumps
Gomm leserspring
Ortlbepedie Type Ineetspries
'205.00
20.00
Fesli&
Set Feeedetiee Set tel. 491.00 win Fell
Set
Twig Itet. 299.110
11,8 leeerspries
'245.00
22.50
let 599.00
1144. 319.00•Set

1 55
.00
Set

25.00
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Quick-handed Marshals overpower Murray, 72-54
score at Id-all with 39
left 4the first periOd.
That 'yips the closest
thing to- lead Murray
woufd have the rest of the
night.
Naughton hit a jumper
and n layup before the
period ended and the
Marshals went to work. Picking up the tempo.
Marshall County .outscored the Tigers 9-2 dui':
ing one stretch in the second period when three times Murray failed to

\1••

1111 -..

I tl 4t*

and dishing off two others
By JIM RECTOR
forassists: Sports Editor
"We were mentally
DRAFFENVILLE -After Tuesday's convinc- fatigued tonight. Our
ing win over Murray passes weren't crisp. We
High, Marshall County's Just tried too hard. We
Marshals appear bent on just got beat," said MRS
repeating as district , coach Cary Miller whose
champions. The 72-54 vic- team - lost a heartstopper
tory was Marshall's to Calloway County
fourth in five league Saturday,6049.
"I think we were still a
games while the Tigers
stumbled to I-4 and 8-6 little flat after that
ballgame. We had the
overall.
Bobby TOOtl'S orange- shots but they just
clad cagers used super- wouldn't fall," Miller adquick defense to create 18 ded.
turnovers, capitalizing on •The Tigers actually
most, and placed four shot better than their
players in double-figures hosts, 49 percent to 45
percent, but the Marshals
for the night.
Danny Naughton was shot more times, 65-47,
the leading Marshal from the field.
The opening phases of
scorer with 15 and he also
led his squad with nine re- the game were slow,
bounds. Seven times he deliberate attacks by
snatched Murray's both sides. A David Mctelegraphed passes, scor- Cuiston layup and ensuing on four of the steals ing foul shot tied the

•
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New battle looms over amateur title
League. had been
reuistated as an amateur
in track by both the U.S.
Olympic Committee and
TAC Beth said he was
eligible for domestic
meets.
But the I9-member
IAAF council reaffirmed
hurdler Henaldo Tuesday a ruling last
week by its president.
Nehemiah

NEW YORK SAP) There's a new battle
looming vv*
. the definition of an amateur athlete
following the International Amateur Athletics
Federation's decision to
continue its ban against
world-record holding

753-1331
Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

College
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High School Basketball
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Hon Stank o.
Nehemiah's agent, said
Tuesday he would file suit
against both the IAAF
and The Athletics Congress. the governing body
of American track and
field in an effort to have
Nehemiah reinstated as
an amateur
'•Arnateur athletics is a
misnomer," Stank° said
'There's no such thing
The sooner that track and
field brings itself into the
ZOth century. the better
off'we'll all be
Nehemiah,.now a wide
receiver for the *San
Francisco 49ers of the
National Football
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*AP 0 Former Alabama
Coach Paul -Bear"
Bryant, who won more
games than any other college football coach.. was
krpt overnight for observation after he was admitted to a hospital complaining of chest pains
John Lucas, assistant

ime

Ill

-

Motif:BF:AD, Ky
Al' • Morehead State
University football
coach Steve Loney has
announced. that three
.assistants have been added to his staff, 121cludmg Dan Haley •
Haley, 42, had been
head coach .at Paducah
Tilghman High School
for 13 years and

A.

•-•• •

IR

Formerly Amoco Car Wash

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

753-7362

administrator at Druid
0
.ty Haspital, said the 69year-old Bryant was
brought into the
emergency room at 6.15
p rn Tuesday
Lucas said Bryant did
not suffer a heart attack,
and "there appears to be
no present danger "

Morehead hires Hal ey

•

S

onto.es

previously had coached,
at I xxingAn Bryan Station
Bob Harris, 4C an
assistant at • Wesleyan
University in Middletown, Conn , is also
Joining the Morehead
staff, along with Kevin
Cosgrove, 2 7. an
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE - Calloway County rebounder Terri Malcolm
associate coach at Il(24) claims one of her nine caroms in Tuesday's Lady Laker win over vkdting
linois last season.

Mayfield. Calloway captured the final decision,M-40.
°
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"We had to force action. And in the -second
half we came out and
forced action," said the
first-year Laker coach.
"We had to take it to
them and make them do
something.
"We were taking it to
the bucket un second
half ). Ttuit's something
we weren't doing in the
first half. We were
shooting out around 15 or
16 feet, where in the second half we started taking it at 'ern and making
them do something with
it. We were just flatfooted the whole first
half." .
Craig Darnell, who had
seven points at halftime,
got the hot hand in the

last two periods and ran
his tally to a game-high 25
points. Jeff Garrison
picked up 18 points.,eight
of which he earned at the
free throw line.
The [Akers as a team
picked up a crucial 21
points from the charity
stripe ( 21 for 25, 84 percent).
"We've been hitting
them all year, especially
since Christmas," said
Pack. "That had a lot to
with it the win)"
Rounding out tke
balanced Calloway scfring was Brad Skinner
with 11 points, Keith
Lovett with 10, in limited
action due to foul trouble.
and Jeff Butterworth who
dumped in nine points.
The Laken will host

Henry County (Tn.)
Saturday night in varsity
and junior varsity action
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Gams Watt
IL Calloway Carty
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CCMS Lakers avenge earlier loss

99.95

. Calloway Middle lory, avenging their only but Peter O'Rourke's
School's 7th grade Lakers loss in six 'games. Cary girls out-scored the
avenged an earlier lass to Alexander led all scorers 'visitors down the stretch

The right parts .. . at the right price.

North Marshall and the
Lady Laker' overcame
aver-confidence to do the
same in Tuesday night
action at CMS.

with 14, Chad Stubblefield
had 11, both play for
WAS.
The 6-0 lady Lakers
fell behind for the first
time this season when
The takers posted a 46- they trailed North Mar39 double-overtime vie- shall. 16-14, at halftime,

1.99.
Promtaw

Green Bay Packers.
There also is a
possibihty that prolesnatal soccer players will'
be allowed to compete in
the Olympics. The International Olympic Committee is currently considenng an appeal by
western European countries. who complain that
eastern Europeans have
dominated Olympic soccer in recent years with
players who are
amateurs in name only.

Bear Bryant admitted
to hospital, doing okay
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Primo Nebiolo. Nebiolo
held that foreign athletes
living in the United
States, who since 1977 had
been under the jurisdiction of TAC. would now be
under the IAAF and any
meet in which they competed would be considered international
rather than domestic.
That knocked
Nehemiah out of the first
meet he had entered. Friday's Wanamake'rMillroae Games. Howard..
Setunertz, the meet director, said that Pus paitu(-ipation would have
jeopardized the amateur
status of every other

athlete in the meet.
compete professionally in
It also. appeared to one sport while retaining
have knocked Nehemiah - college eligibility in
out of any other indoor another, like John Elway,
meets this winter. the Stanford quarterback
"Skeets has bagged the who played last summer
indoor season," Simko' In the New York Yankee
said.
farm system.
One question raised by
Stanko noted that
the IAAF ruling is the Nehemiah, before he
status of athletes who signed with the 49ers, had
compete in college meets competed in track
against Americans who against two professional
are professionals in football players. Jerry
another sport. The NCAA Butler of the Buffalo Bills
permits an athlete to and Phillip Epps of the

Lowe

Soaker

ofoil and oft,c,om
Stops moil

for.26-23 victory.

Balanced scoring
marked the Lady Laker
effort- Tracy Banks had
six, Melinda Butterworth.
and Chris Ruccio each
had five.

DeNary dioniefir
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Open Mon-Sat 8 a.m. til 9 p.m.
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RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY
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WEISER - ARISTOCRAT STYLE
*Keyed Entrance Locks $12.75
*Bed & Bathroom Locks $11.31
*Clow Latch Sots
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Oral B Toothbrush
160 — 840 — 835 — $32

Vlasic Kosher Dills
32 oz.

99C
Anacin Tablets

Gillette Daisy
Disposable Razor

Fast Pain Relief
100 Tablets

Pack of 2

Waist Sizes 26-30
Chocolate Covered
Peanuts
King She lag

eepwear

White Rain
Hair Spray

'rice
Tops
$3.00 to $8.00
Sweaters
$3.00 to $8.00
Blouses
...'1/2 price
. Cotton Blend Pants $7.00 to $12 00
Polyester Pants . $6.49 fo $11:99
Denim Jeans •
— 1 Rock 25% off
Denim. leans 1- -Rack 50°-70--off
Girls Sfeepwear
Girls Blouses.. .
Ladies Coats

•

Reg., Extra Hold, Unscented
Ultimate Hold 7.5 oz. Aerosol

••=N

<1
A.

Protects stoves, walls and
against hot grease
No. 2199

Tucker Kinglize
Plastic Dust Pan
No. 149
131
/
2"x12"x31/2"

Reg., Menthol, Lemonlime,
Tropical Coconut 11 oz. can

Ladies & Girls

-

491

Si.

General Housewares
3-Piece Sauce Pan Set

s377
ei

Leg
Warmer
$399

No. 1503
White Porcelain or steel pans
11 qt. .1 qt..1 11 qt. pans

Si.

Mr. Coffee Filters

Chimney
Sweep
Soot
Destroyer

for Mr. Coffee Automatic Coffeemakers

Bic Disposable
Lighter

Helps Control
Soot & Creosote

Adjustable Flame

.894

u,$ 1 79

Polident Denture
Cleanser Tablets

Windshield
Washer &
Anti.Freeze
Solvent

84 Tablets
Saie $4)9
Sale$228

P111-444/21

Crest Toothpaste
\ keg., Mint, Gal

9o

59

Reg. 79'

Protects To
-20 Des. F

SD

Stsper She $.2 ex tube
$'I
Sole
5

Boost
Gas Line
Anti-Freeze
& Dryer

G61.

Takes The Water Get
Of Gasoline

Fix-A-Flat
Kleenex
Boutique
Facial
Tissue
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CBS Hews interviews Mitch McConnell on missing child issue
JEFFERSON COUNTY — Jefferson County
and the Commonwealth
of Kentucky have become
national focal poinLs for
their progressive efforts
Jo combat the problems
of exploited and missing
children, according to
Jefferson County Judge/Executive Mitch Mc-

Connell. who chairs the
Kentucky Tax Force on
Exploited and Missing
Children
In an interview with
CBS News, McConnell
discussed Jefferson
County's Exploited and
Mousing Child Unit and
the state Task Force,
both of which he initiated

BIG JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN

to coordinate efforts to
- light the viptimisation 41
children. He streamed the
seriousness of missing
child cases.
"Eighty-five percent of
all children who fall prey
to adult exploiters are
missing children." he
said, explaining the need
for giving high priority to
missing child cases. McConnell has ordered that
no missing child case in
his county be closed until
the child is found.

tianslly syndicated "Bob
Braun Show."
Crime Digest, a national law =forcemeat
trade publication, last
month wrote that McConnell's Exploited and
Missing Child Unit and
the Kentucky Task Force
were "programs which
the other 49 Mates need to
apply as soon as pondbit."
"One of the primary
hurdles in dealing with
the issue of missing and
exploited children has
been a lack of public
awareness at just how
widespread these problems are.
This recent upsurge in
national interest in the
issue is an excellent
sign." McConnell said.
"The word is finally getting out that child exploitation is a farreaching problem that is
ocumng across the Gnation and cannot be
isolated to any particular

CBS News interviewed
McConnell. who-has bean
in the forefront of pro(reeve efforts to combat
child exploitation. for a
report on missing
children to be aired on
'The CBS Evening
News' this week
The network's interest
in the issue reflects a
growing national concern
about the victimization of
children.
McConnell has discuss- on the ruied the
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Try Our New
Dry Cleaning...

GLAZE
DONUTS

Pick-Up & Delivery Service

illeies le 2 'Oilier geneses,t

get Hee dry dossed few

Hie price ef 1.1

Long Coat $3.20
Sport Coat $1.75
Raincoat $3.00
Pants 1.50

• E OF THE
CHECKER BOARD
CAKE
$429
COFFEE CAKES $139

in the tan
This year you're faced with over 100
laws end forms. Did you know the* working inserted
couples may deduct up to $1.500 foe the first dine
There's even new entry for chantabie deductions on
the 1040A short form. And that's just the beginning,
We know *very change on every form.

Sweaters $1.65
3 Pc. Setts $3.50
Plain Skirt $1.30
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'Play Our Nes Lames We Yoe Wash

if&R BLOCK

The new lax laws.
This year's number one reason tb go to ICH Block.

903 Arcadia Street

Bel-Air Laundry
Ill

POTATO
DINNER
ROLLS
Duo 69e

The new tax laws.
This year's No. 1
reason to go 10
H&R Block.

Dry Cleaning
FOR 111 Special

9.99'
ill=1117

area':
McConnell setsbashed
the Exploited and Missing Child Unit in Jefferson County three years
ago.' after an investigation which he had initiated revealed that child
prostitution and pornography were sivdficant problems in the
county.
A national model, the
unit combines the efforts
of police and social
workers to assist child
victims and to track down
missing children and
adults who sexually exploit or otherwise
criminally misuse
children.
Its work has led. to
nearly 30 major arrests
and freed hundreds of
children from exploitation.
Further, the unit's
work revealed that child
exploitation is a significant problem across the
Commonwealth.. leading

Ph... 531-9204

.Sit Sit Semi 11 p. 1A-1113 lel Air tang

Opole 9AM -41M Weilidays, 9-S Sat
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

McConnell to form a million or more habitual

itairwide Task Force on runaways and children
Exploited and Missing
Children in the fall of
19S2.
Kentucky is the only
state in the nation to have
'munched a statewide effort to tackle these problems.
than
Nationally.
*000
disappear
from their homes each
year, not including a

University film festival
presents black comedy
A black comedy film
titled "The Etter'rninating Angel" will be
shown twice at Murray
State University on Monday. Jan. 31. as the fifth
offering of the International Film Festival for
1911243 on the campus.
Free showings of the
Spanish movie are
scheduled at 2:30 and 7
p.m. in the Univeraty
Center. Dr. David
Earnest, associate professor of English. will introduce the evening program.
Considered I.uis
Benuel's masterpiece,
the 91-minute, black-andwhite film is in Spanish
with English subtitles. It
focuses on a seemingly
innocent dinner patty attended by 18 wealthy, influential people.
Gathered in a drawing
room alter dinner,
however, the guests find
that they don't wish to
leave the room. By the
next morning, for some
strange reason, the
guests discover they
can't leave.
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JONN'S BRICK
STOP BY
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Gradually the veneer ot
civilization is worn away
as the guests become increasingly hostile and
hysterical. As the glittering social facade is eroded, they indulge in
strange acts of desperation: an old man dies and
is stuffed in the closet,
two lovers commit
suicide and drainage
pipes are punctured for
water.
Only by repeating their
original conversations
are the guests finally able
to leave. To celebrate,
they go to church. When
the services are finished,
however, they are unable
to leave the church.
The International Film
Festivalat Murray State
Is partially funded by the
College of Creative Expression, the College.of
Humanistic Studies, the
Department of English,
the Department of
Foreign Languages, the
Center for International
Programs, the Office of
Conferences and Continuing Education and the
University Center Hoard.

Let your taste decide

4
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abducted by parents Who
are not their legal custodians.
Existing evidence - indicetes that many of
dire missing children
are enticed into prostitution and pornography.
Natioinricie, more than
4.000 children are
discovered murdered
each year.
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Pineville will getfloodwoll and reconstruction of U.S. highway
FRANKFORT. Ky.
(
— After nearly 40
years of trying, the Bell
County seat of Pineville
will apparently be getting
a floodwall and the
reconstruction of U.S.
115E that runs through its
downtown area.
Sate and federal officials on Tuesday signed
an agreement for a joint
venture between the state
Transportation Cabinet
and the Army Corps of
Engineers that will result
In an earth-filled floodwall with a new four-lane

highway rwuung along three major floods in the
past 25 years causing proits tap.
The $38.5 million pro- perty damage of more
ject will include an than PR million
Col. Lee Tucker, the
estimated $11.1 million in
state funds.
district engineer of the
It solves a major pro- Corps of Engineers'
blem for the city of Nashville district, winch
Pineville, that probably includes southeastern
as much as any com- Kentucky, said the promunity in the Mate has ject is the first joint venhad serious flood pro- ture of its kind between
blems," Gov. John Y the Corps and state
Brown Jr. said prior to government.
He said the project is
the signing ceremony in
also the first in the United
his office.
Brown noted that States_ which will comPineville has suffered bine 'a new highwav with

a floodwall
Browa termed the
agreement a -unique
partnership"
The new four-lane
highway will bypass the
downtown area, thus also
eliminating problems
with traffic congestion
''This brings us hope."
said Pineville Mayor
Robert Madden, who said
city leaders have been
seeking the widening of
U S 25E for 40 years and
a floodwall for more than
25 years
Madden said he sees

Teens fail suicide attempt

the neighboring Tommundy of Wallsend also
will be raised 13 feet
Both the Pine Street
bridge on Kentucky 66
and the Wallsend bridge
on Tennessee AY enue will
be replaced as part of the
project
Brown said the state
will offer relocation
assistance to affected
residents The Corps will
handle the design, rightof-way acquisition. utility
relocation and construction of the entire project
Taker said constroi'

the new highway as a
boost to coal transportation and tourism
The project will create
an earth floodwall around
the city, with an additional 10-foot concrete
floodwall in the median of
.t.te highuay The new
floodwall will provide
Pineville with enough
protection to withstand a
flood 15 feet higher than
. 1977
the devarktating
flood, which caused an
estimated Sr million
damage
The levee protecting

lion is scheduled to begin
in November 1984 and
should be completed in
1986
Funds for the project
were designated in . the
state's five-year.
strut-non progran, in 19.82
and in the six-year ,-onstruction plan announced
last fall.
The project aas put ,u)
hold by the Corps last
ear but continued
neg,,tiations. aided t)
Sen Walter Ituddleston
resulted in tht.
i-Ky.
it

I Ur,

S4:fled

day
Crider the terms of the
contract, the ste
ta
will
26 per, nit of the I •ost
of the conduned highv.0
and f111%
104
all prop41Tr. state also will pay the
total ost of the Pine
Street bri,14e replace,
(iient and the onstru,
..uth of
Lion tel I. S
the floo.k%all t,, tI, I s
119
The Corps is pr,o, Mole,
the cost of the fliumbdiall
le% er and Wallsend
replacement

****************************************
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EVANSVII.I.E, Ind. Center where he was
( API — Kevin Fleming listed in serious condition
and Lisa Reed. two War- and she in fair condition
According to Robert
rick County teenagers
who tried to kill Aylsworth. deputy Warthemselves rather than rick County prosecutor, a
be separated by their warrant charging Flemparents, may face a long ing with contributing to
period apart. a pro- the delinquency of a
minor is outstanding as
secutor said.
Fleming, 19, of well as a motion for a conNewburg h. and Miss tempt of court citation for
Reed, 14, of Chandler, his assistance in Miss
took turns shooting Reed'sescape..
The contributing
themselves Tuesday morfling with a .22-caliber et- charge Is misdemeanor
fle Tuesday morning in and carries a possible jail
an attempt "to die term of one year,
together," Evansville Aylsworthsaid.
'They'll wait until his
Police Spokesman Larry
release before serving
Qualls said.
The two had been kept the warrant,"- Aylsworth
apart by the girl's said. "But I understand
parents, who had her sent that's going to be a
to a shelter home for while."
jwienties and obtained a
Fleming also faces the
court order preventing possibility of criminal
Fleming from contacting charges in Vanderburgh
her.
County. Qualls said
Fleming, however, detectives want to interdefied the court order on view both Fleming and
Jan. 14 and helped Miss- Miss Reed before filing
•
Reed escape from • the any charges.
Harbor House- in Boon"He's been told for
ville.
months to stay away
On Tuesday morning, from her," Ms. Griffin
apparently distraught. said. "We've been to
over the prospect of being court over the whole
kept apart, they tried to thing.''
kil themselves.
Miss Reed was sent to
Qualls said the' wounds
Harbor House at the rewere not critical because
quest of her parents, who
of the unwieldy process of
also sought the restrainholding and firing the riing order. They could not
fle against themselves
be reached for comment.
About 90 minutes after
Warrick Circuit Judge
the 4:30 a. m. CST
shootings, Qualls said Donald G. Hendrickson
Fleming called his said Tuesday the order
mother, Jackie Griffin, to "was to keep NW-away
tell her what they had from her, from bothering
her, visiting her,
done.
The two were rushed to molesting her or anything
St. Mary's Medical else."

e
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SUPER MARKET
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"Low Overhead Means Low Prices•

Hours: 7 AM-8 PM
We Gladly Accept Food Stomps

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

\..47.i

r
V

(
\

Merrit

"
0-;,..
2:27.',71.7.77.7::1177)7.7:2'.71.
(7.7.7111•:.;)

Hyde Pork
Twin 8d9

..._

Shortening

$999

Save 32

? With S 10 00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Darrx Products
or Drinks on Spec•al

_
625f7...7.777UL7T171L77.71ffrizi=NZ

Pick-A-Pan-A-Week

12" CHIP STYLE FRY PAN

C —

Potato Chips

WzMPriruzzirffutizzzazraft

Reg or Wa vy
Pepsi Cola,
IV\
;

Diet Pepsi,

(
415.3 re 20

Mt. Dew

141190.111. 11141S1111

II'

reirr,sirri

Folger's Instant

Its 10,
SoMe
01.
'. Save 60'

1 39

//III #ll_'llIlIl##lFl#F

So:. Sere 20

Tamales.

98c

AIIAI"'
re

Gold Medal Plain or Sell Rising

Juice
Save I I • 5 Lb. log

Chicken of the Soo
LIght Chissa 6(2 as.

Tuna
-

Sore 28' 15 or.

Chili with ikons
Save 29 10(4 os.
Campbells Chicken

EV A NS V I I,LE, I nd.
( AP — Bob Green, who
sold his Executive Inn
hotel and left Evansville
in a huff in 1980. announced Tuesday he has repurchased the 500-room
facility.
Green, who also owns
Executive Inn hotels in
Vincennes and Paducah
and Owensboro, Ky., said
he closed the deal Monday night with Joseph J.
Amoroso and Jerald
Greenstein, two California businessmen who
bought the hotel from
Green three years ago.
Announcing he was
"glad to be back," Green
said at a news conference
that he planned many

Noodle'0

Sore 2046 oz.

Isprgens Personal Size

89
69c

Sows 20'

3

59`
89c
69`
y9c

Saxe 20'

Soap. .

4 Oar Pock

Kraft Mac and Cheese

411

Dinner ---------2 10, A/
scv, ii'744 ox.
Hungry lock Instant Mashed
$1 19
Potatoes
16 oz. Sop. 34

for $

4104"
10

New -Era

Plus

Tersun Pink Grapefruit

Flour

Kelly's

$339

Coffee
Just Rite 300 Size

Green is back in Evansville
changes at the Evansville
hotel, including closing
the Applause Dinner
Theater.
Green also said he
would cut the cost of
rooms from $38 per night
to $30 in order to increase
occupancy, which he said
has been running at
around 50 percent.
Some cost-cutting
moves took effect tmmediately as Green grabbed a menu from -the
hotel's restaurant and
penciled in new prices for
some items.
Green sold the hotel
following a dispute with
EvansvWe officials over
a downtown development
project.

pzzymizar )

16 oz Save 10

Carnation Not

99c
$729

Cocoa Mix
12 Pack Box Save 30
Gerber, Strained

Baby Food or
Strained Juice

4 $1

Anacin 3

$7 77

Tablets
Save 72' Reg. 2 49 30 s
Right Guard

Deodorant

$205

Iron:. Con 5 oz Reg 3 49 Save 144
...1577:7277rrI7r7777
'
71177/7AWN: Zia7A

Sea/test Pure
Flav-O-Rich

Merrit Saltine

Milk

Crackers

1% Light

1 Lb. lot

* ,k

*
*
*
it

4

11%
1.,...%

mizzir22:27z3001

Slo2
veG3
0/'
0$

Sore 10'

Sore 38
' (e)

1
*

C

/ Orange
Juice
129

(f.1
111\
j)

t
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*********************************************************************4
1,
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*
FROZEN FOODS i
MEAT DEPT
:
* Pure Fresh Leon
_ __
Corn
:Ground Beef
hasty*
Whip
69`
Wieners or
ifsostrAcres
79c:
* Bologna
Streiwberries ,0
49
$1 29
:
$ 38
**
*
,00.....69C:U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
Peas
***********************************
:
*
Tip
Sirloin
Steak
:
*
$
2
2
.
9
*100*******
X**********
JBraunschweighert
Oranges
4
41
lit***************************************************************
*******4
* Frosty Acres
*
Family Pack 3 Lb
19
Or More
$1
log
*
On
The
Cob
8
Pc.
1

*

Acnits

*

8 Os. Tub

!Frosty
Sliced

Field's

Metzger Smoked
Center Cut

Leon Tender Pork

41

•

Pork

Steak

Cho

01. Carton

$1

Lb

1 Lb. Pkg

frosty ACAS Crowder

Pieria Juice

$739

5 LI. Leg

59c i

Festcy LOIS& F.Sick.*

Tomatoes
CoNionekt

Carrots

I Lb.

Bologna
In Chunk Only

79L`

3

I LA. Dog

Field's

For

1

No. I Sliced Slob

Onions 3...,59` Bacon

Modiste She Yollow

tilit01*1114111411taltilt****101

Metzger

Move.

Chili

Stick

$709

89C

1
Lb.

$149

***************

ii
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/ FOAM

WHIP

6

Or. P
112 u.
WESSON
OIL

#
1/7

38 or

6
c
o
.
was*

TUNA
Sabha Risi
Deals

OREO COMES
ZOE
INCE

C!

PARKAY
6
60mom
ROLLS

2i1

. .• a:
,• •
• 11 •41,

794 RICE
794 TOMATO
SPACE
Nees

I W.

BEANS

29$

s

as OR Loki Oa
Lamar/ Osiorgoot

118

59$ AJAX

$l19

n

es •
POST TOASTIES

n
mop ad
.
,
•i.e.

04

••• 0•14•••••• •

t90
*

--II—

Oven Proof
Anchor HockingCookware

01
§

A

Regular Price
Less Coupon
mt./maw=OWINI

SUPER FOOD STORES

2.99

11

Mh

nu.89S
soft $119

011 13 Pus

tr Off hid Os
owl Uteld

PORK -N-BENIS

.
•
er

SAUERKRAUT
saws*
PRUNE

FMgm $179 MtuA CIIPS

GREAT NORTHERN

coe

Ilse*
IS 694

•
VI•

",

L' O.* •

kill hei log Ink

heithoU w

CORN-ON-THE

41"1
1160116t41
COLLECT &WIN
•• • ••••••• ,*

PII.

SQUEEZE

CRINKLE CUT

°
OK
1110.

6 112

VECEMBIES
16 ot.
Knit

Ort-lie

FRIES

W

cp

I

APO 1

hi I

et. $109

SOFTENER ssu.sin 4369

Quaditi
Wok Ruervell

k .1.1 IM.I.H & 1

7-11 1 Ht. 611

Ma...dal. Januar) 26. 1113

OVAUTY MEATS
RUM OUR IUSINESS
MOM

Grogan Pork

SAUSAGE

lamet

79

149

BOTTOM ROUND STEM

$1LI 99

129

TOP ROUND STEAK
he
•Sus haw
III ROUND STEM
Sig Me $uper haw
IDONELESS IMP ROM

$189
$1LI

RONELESS ROUND STEAK
M.Sow twig

yrAs a_e_ftio
Naomi
Orals
113. 011.

Velar

\ PICNICS

c
9

Royal Crown

8 Bottle
16 Ounce

Ms kips Timir

IDONELESS MINNIE STEM

$309
LI

$159
It..
he Puled

1:49"
69*
.69'
39'

FRYER WINGS

a $259

'279

La

111. Ail kw lei

N111 01 ROUND ROAST

th $249

$1 29Plus Deposit

Wm Pas

780

SALAD
DRESSING
ig
tow

MEN
NOODL
E
SOW "IL 29#

VEG-ALL

miewl
FRUIT
Ali%
0
vi
COCKT
AIL
FLO
UR
*10
8
79# - la ea, alsotIgo 17 u.
*119
CAT
COOKI
fesseeif

I.

MOTOR

%NW

Isom lad.

EoliN 29*
••••

Vole Need

79t

FOIL.690

SANDWICH

ES

st hi IN

AGES-1 THE 141LAR41.1..LEDIGIEVI,

.ismosr> 26."43

X

-IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE
COUNTS!
THAT
r..,,z7. TAPE
Store
Southside
Northside

JI
ADA

•

01113

we reserve Ilse restas Se
Weir frereleiste sad
sorter,porletlase erten

7-9
9-6 Sun.

7-10
9-6 Sun.

^

)

•
4 ROLL PACK
I LB BAG• COFFEE

NORTHERN

MAXWELL
HOUSE

TISSUE

49 OZ.•GIANT SIZE

GOLDEN RIPE

CHEER

BANANAS

"
1 LIMIT ONE!

3

CHUCK
STEAK

49

Lbs.
For

Lb.

' LIMIT ONE

LIMIT ONE

BONELESS

PORK
LOIN

DETERGENT

89 149

U.S. CHOICE

SLICED INTO CHOPS
1/4

V.S. Choice Iowa Groin Aid Beef
THE PRODUCE PLACE....
JUST PICKED
FRESHNESS!

WASHINGTCN STATE

RED or GOLDEN

GROUND
BEEF

DELICIOUS

WE CRAM V ACCEPT'

FOOD
STAMPS

Extra Trim
No Waste

U.S.
Mica

PuRNEit S

APPLES

49

WE 1' OR Wro , Tl

OLD FOLKS

5lb BAG
GRAPEFRUIT

PORK
SAUSAGE

L,179

Or more

Lb.

119

SIC?.
NAVEL
ORANGES
CRISP

STEW MEAT

$199
lb.

MIN MAN

Lb.$ 1 37

PORK STEAK

$349

POIS61 UAM

TAM 0111A• 1201.

BATTER DIPT
FISH FILLET

$ 79

PORK
CUTLETS

2 Lb Bag
lb $19

MSS ULM
NO WI
Lb

TOMATOES

CELERY
TIMM

Pelf

BROCCOLI
KALE

060K1•1100111.11116

or SPINACH

Lb

694

Li
, 794

SWEET POTATOES..

e.

PORK
NECKBONES

Lb. 594

•••

POLE BEANS

&each

59

31.,$1

PIGS
FEET....

Lb.

BEEF
LIVER

494

Lb 694

BONELESS
PORK STEAK.;
WOO 11110111
/
1
4 SLKED

$ 1 67
siss

COUNTRY HAM
Pow
SPARE
RIBS

--

u,

$'29

$I3
9

IIIMPOOT
10 1.11. BUCKET

CHITTERLINGS

$6
"

FIELD'S

DINNER
FRANKS

$ 69

Lb.

HMIS

CHILI
STICK

160s. $1 69

•.\exstIl
pOoll1
/
4
ANSI
Oa"
11 Kt

— FAMILY PAK —
U.S. CHOICE

WILSON •CORN KING
BONELESS

GENERIC LABEL

TEXSUN • PINK

32 oz. JUG

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE •46

CATSUP

HAM

DINTY MOORE

— Fully Cooked —

24,, BEEF
STEW

BONELESS

SELF-BASTING

SAVOY
STEAK

TURKEY

-

99c 89
14 OUNCE

Mel••OZ.
PIZZA MATZ

$ 1 311

MINUTE RICE
&Amour

CHEESE

WHOLE FRIED
CHICKEN
AISPIUT1 MAIO

TV DINNERS
0101111/K • 7V. OZ.

APPLE JUICE
SUNIINIPIS• MI LB •111-POOTION

MAC.& CHEESE DINNER
osianc

DOG.MEAL

2 LITER COLA

61/. OZ.

LIPTON
FAMILY
SIZE

OF SEA

TUNA

$

CRYSTAL
OATS

79
Si.aIe.t

894
874
224 CAMPBELL'S
SOUPS
794
lIMITIO

AalIT

F?79c

GENERIC LASEL

24 CT.•TEA SAGS

CHICKEN

99;

II Os

PINTO
BEANS
211.

951 631 rwA

par

11— •-•

m RAISIN BRAN

Nt.

IER:INII
M

1 GALLON

1GA

HOMOGENIZED

MILK

2219.

1 5cti

WM MI* UWE"•I.Ole•
PIP 4111•11•••••C•10110. ONSINIIS
Ilse I Me

g=11 •••••

HALF GALLON
SEALTEST

ICE
CREAM

89

IIMM 1,11111111
".
:11

160Z.
8 PAK

COKES

I

gniumants
Mei

1•11•1
116.1
"21

2511

Campaa•lama Or
CirealimiO •Supine
aab I alai

REELFOOT
*A•15.1211.

.
es

MINIM IMMO MIR

PURE
LARD
4 Lb. Carkon
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State Energy Secretary may run for governor

DOUBLE SAVINGS THIS
THURSDAY,JAN.27
SATURDAY,JAN.29

E
.
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0

,0014S
001
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LEXINGT0S, Ky
APi
State Energy
Secretary William B
Sturgill says that his entry in the Democratn.
gubernatorial race is
unlikely, but not impossible.
Sturgill said that he
decided last tall to stay.
out of the race because he
didn't think he could win.
But since that announcement. the three
announced candidates
are not ':catching fire'
with voters and certain
"political leaders" are
encouraging him to run.
Sturgill said Monday-

"Naturally, when
come
political leaders
to you and talk about it you
and some have,
have to reflect on your
decision." he said
"I've always wanted to
be governor of Kentucky
The big reason I'm not a
candidate today is that I
can't convince myself
that I could win "
The encouragement of
others "has not changed
my opinion, but it has
made me reconsider," he
said
Sturgill said he planned
serious discussions of a
candidacv in the hest two

weeks, but a decision to pawns thus far have been
run would require "a little more than a funddrastic- turn in the raising contest
"One thing that bugs
(-kids'
Ile commissioned a poll me is that the canto determine his populati• didates I want to spend all
ty with voters and their'their time telling you how
response. was •'not a bell- they're going to win instead of how they're goringer," Sturgill said
U. Gov. Martha Layne ing to serve." he said
"I believe they should
Collins, Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane and focus 00 the' issues informer state Human stead of hoW Mitch money
Hesoutces secretary they can raise
Margin said he is
Grady Stumbo are the onprepared to mount
ly announced candidates
for the Democratit• a campaign. adding. •
gubernatorial nomina- probably wouldn't hold a
lot of fund-raisers.
tion.
Sturgill said their c.on- either

Investigation begins into $3.5 million shortage at bank
ALEXANDRIA.- K) to a sizeable. potential
(API Federal and state loss There is evidence a
authorities chnfirmed bank official may be
that an investigation has responsible The board of
.begun into a stiortage. of directors has relieved
$3.5 million at the Nor- that officer of his duties.them Kentucky Rank and the statement 'said
Trust Co
The bank said it reThe bank, formerly the
Bank of Alexandria.
reported Tuesday. that 'a
bank officer had been
UWE:NSW/HO. K y
relieved of duty after an
A, magazine
audit 'discovered a - AP.
"sizeable potential loss". focusing on the history of
The Kentucky 'Depart- Davies.% County began
.
ment of Ranking anti publication this week
•'Die Daviess County
Steatites in Frankfort
said the shortage was Historical Quarterly," is
designed to -tstimulate
about $3 5 nullion.
FBI agent Larry the histowal con--Adams, 17 S. Attorney sciousness of the people
Louis Del.'alaise and in OatleSS_ County." acCampbell County Corn- cording to the magazine's
monwealth's Attorney editor, lee Dew
Louis gall all confirmed. • -Oweilsrinrcr has- never
an investigation was . been very historically
underway The "Federal oriented:- &aid Dew. Who
Deposit Insurance Garp. is also chairman of the
department or history.
is also investigating
However., no charge's' and political .science at
'Kentucky Wesleyan Colhave been filed.
E. Andre Husald, a lege ,He said Sonle other
lawyer for the bank. said Ohio River towns in Kenin a prepared release that tuck)' havc made efforts
a routine audit Jan 13 to preserve their past
unearthed -a series of while bulldozers have
overdue drafts which led, claimed many historical

mamed in business. and
that all accounts %%ere in• up to
sured with the
$100,000 each
Busald said the bank
and its branches w ill remain open for bUsness
The bank also c art

insurance to cover itself
The bank is sok ent arid
will continue to operate M
a normal fashion
Authorities have instructed hit we hy e no
further comment at this
time,- the release said

Daviess County history published
structures in I/Wenshiiri•
Dew said Ow en-sltoi
also contains te tt
hd.st itaJ high% ay
markVes"-to tell tom isis
and newcomers a htiut
points of historit al interest, he added
h e qu arty' ly
magazine is being
published by qt.: Da% ies.s
County Historical Society
m .1,;muary,
_July
7a‘tid October. Dew said It
will deal solely with
Daviess Counts - history
and there will tn.- no
gynvalogical articles Ile
said there are already
genealogical magazines
in the area
The first edition ineludes three articles, including two hy Dew and
one 'by Shelia Brown
Heflin. the ,secretary of

the Daviess Count%
flistorwal Society 1 It.W
said he is hoping for ire
ciaiLributio4.s from oilier
Menthers of the
moults in the futui

Funds sought
LE X INI;It)N. Ky
Vim ersity of
Kentucky hoard of
Trustees voted Tuesday
to seg $8 S million firr,
construction of
l'harmaey building on
the I exington campus
The bmira's , finance
committee was given until Feb a) ti, decide
whether to UnderW rite
the prowct with shortterm notes. which could
Is' refinanced if interest
rates thAline. or with 20year construi-til iii bonds

• Now...DOUBLE SAVINGS at Jim

SAVE $600

Adam's with your favorite Manufacturer's
‘-COupons. We'll DOUBLE the FACE
VALUE on Coupons up to 504 face value
with the purchase of the specified product. CLIP 'N SAVE from your magazines, newspapers,or direct mail coupons.

with the(fSt Money Tree

COUPON REDEMPTION LIMITS

Fil*

. No Coupons - doubled over 50c face value.

2. No Free Coupons doubled.
3. No Coupons - doubled on tobacco or coffee
products.
4. Coupons must be presented with purchase
of the specified product and size.
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It's easy to save with this offer and here's how: .

GENERIC FOODS
807

COCOA

$1"
32 OZ

LEMON
JUICE

89c

25 LB

2 LB

DOG
FOOD

NORTHERN
BEANS

63C

$355

100 COUNT

2 LB

PEACH
PRESERVES

TEA
BAGS

T.

1.Ver., pat kagr has on, of Ow letter•
P 0, S. or I on ihe inside flap of Ow
lancet+ Collect one leiter from each
group shoun on the mail:in (frithsale bylaw and you've spelled -Pos1
Spell Pow three times and you can
save up to $6 00
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'Jewel'ofa movie termed entertaining

st

You ought to see The
Paul Newman plays a drunken stupor, he visits
Verdict before it leaves Boston lawyer whose We funeral homes, where he
town. It's a jewel of a is in ashes. When he can tries to ingratiate himself
movie.
rouge hunself from
with the widow. He hopes
that she might hire him to
by Sochi'kart
use someone or arrange
her estate. He has reached that fallen state that
knows no truth, feels no
sympathy, cares for
waiting for friends to take recalls his first exAnd though I bragged nothing.
A good friend then
them to a smorgasbord perience in singling. He of my kinfolks before I
near Dover, Tenn. for was seven years old, and made the climb, Vie truth throws a case his way. It
with his older sister, compels me to'tell of involves a young serum
dinner when I called.
He has hobbies that walked three milei, those not worth a dime I who suffered severe
entertain. too. His are barefooted, to a singing beg my friends who boast brain damage when she
writing poetry, fishing, school. "I fell in love with aloud of their ancestors, suffocated in her own
vomit during childbirth.
and music. They both my teacher, Twain great,
sing, mostly gospel Sullivan, and didn't miss
Go climb your family Her sister is suing both
music. She has composed a night of the school." tree and learn of those the Catholic archdiocese
twosdngs. They are char- He remembers that 17 who weren't straight. I that owns the hospital
years later as he was con- climbed my firmly tree and the two famous
ming
I borrowed his book of ducting a singing school. and learned .,as I came surgeons who performed
about 400 poems that he his former teacher was in sliding down, my tree the operation. '
Newman is eager to
has written and included the audience At the end was like a tater vine
take the out-of-court setare some favorites poetry of the lessons, Mr the best is under ground
tlement offered by the Arof famous writers. I found Sullivan, presented him a
• • •
chbishop. But when be
that his works are about diploma
Although most of his goes to the hospital to
His poetry describes
things he has experienchis working with A works are religious in take some Polaroid shots
ed
•. -When do you do your- sawmill, as an auc- theme, here is another of the victim-photographs
he hopes will nick up the
writing' "Mostly in the tioneer, fishing, a trip to humorous one
"Please Change His settlement - he sees the
around Alaska, a:carpenter, He
early morning
2 or 3 a m . when I can't 'recalled his experience Suit" He looked so plight of the victim, who
sleep, I get up and write building the Snow Ball natural all enbalmed. is curled up in a fetal
Go to the kitchen table, dining room in Mammoth "But Jim is dressed in position and connected to
and with my pencil and Cave ;, singing in a brown Please change his a life support system.
paper. I jot down ideas quartet on radio, and his suit to blue," she said, This sight touches the
that I have been'toying salaries that ranged from "kiefore you let him lawyer,,and he decides to
down" "The suit cannot take the case to court.
with. Often many 10 cents an hour.- ,
be changed," he-sighed.
er
oteilts
toWis
eIp
changes I type them.
I was w4ried about
•'He'it stiff as a tree"
the hunt and peck
The Verdict. I was afraid
"But Jim requested that the story was going
,"My Family Tree". was
fashion "
"When did you begin the title of the poem that blue," she pleaded and to be told smugly and
writing" He answered, attracted my attention in blue it's got to be." Next pretentiously
the fate
'When I was 27 years old. the gift shop. It reads - . day after the funeral of many a morally-ernest
I climbed my -hurts: when she saw the suit was film. But it's not that way
I was deputy sheriff in
Brownsville, Ky. in Ed- tree and found it wasn't changed, she thanAd the at all.
monson County where I worth the climb. And so I undertaker and asked
What impressed me the
was born The county scampered down con- how it had been arrang- most was the film's
judge arid the couniy at- vinced it was a Waste of ed He told, "We had a economy. When Newman
torney wrote poetry, and time Some branches of man in blue," and smiled begins to question the
during slow hours, I wat- my family tree was rot- at her as he said, "Since jurors before the trial
ched them working, sear- ten to the core, and all the the suits couldn't be begins, I settled back and
ching for words. I said, 'if trees were full of sap and changed. I lust swapped prepared my mind for the
their heads."
ts alore
they can do that, so can hun
obligatory long-winded.
' That was the beginnjuror-questioning scene. I
ing
was pleaaaotly surprised
-Where did you attend
when the scene stopped
school" -Are you kidabruptly after the first
ding I never went to
juror answered two ques-school much - I started
tions, and that was just
to high school, attended a
long enough for us to
few days and said This is
understand the scene's
not for me ' But there is
purpose - the -exposition
one thing that I can't be
of Newman's ineptness.
beat at
that's
Even more surprising in
arithmetic. But my
its economy, Newman's
,Loiaugh abaci_ '
summation to .the iury
Writes about
lasts about two minutes;
what he knows
and it is entirely lacking
His life is full of inin rhetorical bombast,
teresting experiences and
pregnant pauses, and
of these hi writes' He
Mr,and Mrs. James A. Thomas
other stuff that writers

by

hmt lhimmhw
[observations

'On restless nights, I write'
We meet people
through various ways I
met Thomas A James
and his wtfe. Irene, by
way of a visit to Paradise
Gift Shop on North
Twelfth street during the
Christmas season
Among the many handmade items, I found
cedar plaques decorated
with clever poems and
made for hanging on the
wall. The folks who were
with me laughed at two of
the poems The work was
signed by the maker and
author, Thomas A.
James ,
"Who i.s Thomas A
%James" I asked the
**tore owner. "He is a
retired man who lives
4trotind here
)ornewhere.''
. he
suiswered So I found the
name in the directory,
called him and -visittil
with hint and his iVtle,
Irene, in .their horny on
"•09 Riley Court She is
related to Guy. and Owen
billington
Mr James is not
related to the James
families here, he pays,
but Me becamt acquinte4
with the late Grover
Wood James. my friend.
;And a fornier student of
none I related that
Grover Wood was a
talker in the, clussriee,th
said.
Mrs
Diust be related
'soiu iehow. for talking is
,elle of Tom's specials
And I agreed theN were
Noth humorous and plea-

r

and actors usually think complicated by the
they need to fulfill the re presence at the victim's
quireznents of art and Muter and her husband,
both of whoni do stapd to
Academy Awards.
Newrnin has never benefit by a big settlebeen better. I expect hell ment.)
not only be,nominsted for Some scenes are
an Academy Award, but delicious in their irony.
that he'll win. A good fthn When the Archbishop
demands good supporting asks Newman if hirwill
actors. and this film is accept a 210 thousand
thick with them. James dollar out-of-court settle
Mason, who plays a high- ment. Newman answers
priced lawyer whose that if he does, no one will
heart is a moral vacuum, ever know the truth. The
is a wonder; and Jack Archbishop than asks, as
Warden, who plays a Pilot once asked ci.lesus,
seedy-looking old lawyer "What is truth'"
who aids Newman, is I was disappointed,
however, that the movie
equally as good.
Tire Verdict is a doesn't seem to recognize
thoughtful picture. Early that when Newman lies to
in the movie, the Ar- people and beaks into
chbishop raises that eter- mailboxes for the sake of
nally perplexing, morally that "truth," he is indulgcomplex question: Which ing in the same kind of
Es the greater evil? To means-are-justified-byundermine one of the the-ends ethics that the
bonds of society in this Archbishop, his foe, is so
case the Catholic church fond of.
- and thereby reduce its Me Verdict also skirts
effectiveness to do good, another issue. Newman is
or to undermine the working on a contingency
rights of the individual in basis, which means that
conflict with that society he will receive one-third
- in this case a woman of the final court settlewho can no longer be ment. After Newman
helped? < (The issue ailurna

court settlement, which
was worth 700 thousand
dollars to turn, the movie
conveniently forgets that
he will become even
richer if he can win the
case in court.
But I sin quibbling. if
U movie bad brought
these issues to the front,
it would have befogged
the clairty of the movie.
Occam's Razor cuts It in
art as well as it does in
I do not want to worry
you. The Verdict contains
Ideas, It is also entertaining the best sense: It
gives pleasure and it
touches your mind.
Sweetness and-light.
Rated PG due to a few
mild four-letter words.
No nudity.
swesewsissiinom

Your Individual
Horoscope

Francts Detke
FOR THURSDAY,
JANUARY 27, 1983
Whet kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

ARIES
( Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Better check with other
family members before inviting weekend guests.
Somebody who gives you advice is not trying to run your
life.
.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20 • t34:77
This is not the best time for
PET OF THE WEEK - "Kate," a four-months making important decisions.
old female grey and white cat with green eyes and You're inclined to overlook
very gentle is 'Tellable for adoption at Animal details or to act in haste.
Shelter, 1015 E. Sycamore Ext., just east of South GEMINI
Charming(7ouple
20)
Fourth Street, operated by Humane Society of May 21 toJune
affairs
',mild realMr and Mrs Tallies,
Financial
Calloway County. Hours of the shelter, open to the
get out of hand, unless you
retired. are living cornly
Frithrough
Monday
p.m.,
5
a.m.
to
public, are 10
watch yourself..Busuiess comfortabl) in this modern
day,10 am.to 4 p.m.,Saturday, and noon to 4 p.m., petitors could anger you in
, omplex in a pretty, landSunday.
some way.
scaped, well groomed
CANCER
might
be
that
'June 21 tOJuly 22
Top ten records released
called - the prettiest.- in
others,LL diffip'
town tlyery modern
Best-selling top ten 5. "Sexual Healing,
a
especially
printo
your
week
of
fuse.
Stick
records
of
the
short
Mervin
Gaye
to
yard
mow: utilities
Jan. 23 based on Cashbox 6. "Dirty Laundry," ciples, but don't fight over
surprisingly le,% There's
them.
magazine's nationwide Don Henley
!Wee
I.. traV el,
Visit
suavey are as follows:
friends.
net
were
July 23 to Aug.
1. "Down Under," Men 7. "Africa," Toto
8. "Baby,Come to Me," It would be easy for you to
at Work
waste time now. The pursuit of
BUT CAN UNDERSTANC
DON
WHEN I WAS YOUR AGE
NK SO 71
2. "Maneater," Hall & Patti Austin
may be a method to
pleasure
Lionel
"Truly,"
9.
1.0NY YOU BELIEVE THAT
Oates
I WAS DUMB, TOO
certain responfacing
avoid
------______
3. "The Girl Is Mine," Richie
sibilities
A
Raining
"It's
10.
Jackson& McCartney
VIRGO'
4 "Mickey," Toni Basil Again," Supertramp
Aug. 23 toSept. 221
Others may be touchy, so
Best country sellers listed
watch out for those who are
Best-selling Country- S. "Inside," Ronnie easily provoked. Be tactful.
Western res.ords of the Milsap
Your timing may be off;
week of Jan. 23 based on 6. "Thank God for 118RA
Cashbox magazine's na- Kids," Oali Ridge Boys
'Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
r - After some fruitless
tionwide survey were as
7.
"Marina
Del
Rey,"
MkSSHIL DMYER
ANtID I'VE
MAYBE HE REMEMB6R6
follows:
business discussions, you may
cJAIE ME A MESSAGE
FORGOT TEN
I. "Like Nothing Ever George Strait
become impatient. Hasty ac8. "What She Don't tionis not the way to get things
WHAT IT WAS
.A/E WERE
Happened," Sylvia
2. "Going Where the Know Won't Het Her," going.
T THE ZOO —
Lonely Go," Merle Hag- Gene
SCORPIO
\1
You," Charly (Oct.23toNov.21) MeV
"With
Watson9.
.
gard
Both travel and recreational
3. "On Our Last Date," McClain
Errunylou Harris
temPe You to Wend
Pursuits
Candy
10. "Hard
4. "Talk to Me," Christmas," Dolly Par- beyond your budget. Be
careful not to mislay
Mickey Gilley
ton
something el importance.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov.Zito Dec. 211 39
0
You're inclined to overex[WEN YOU DICTATE
VVI-IN/ ARE VOL1
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
, ON, STOP
WHEN I
tend credit,so don't buy things
A LETTER YOU GET 60)
POUTiNIG,SiR?
DICTATE
pouTtN6!
on impulse. Be diplomatic
/V1155 I3UXLEN--I GET
WE'LL 5WITo4
with family.
An155 BLIPS
Agotirgp
CAPRICORN
ACROSS
sop
ow,
tslEXT TIME
40
I Proubrt
Answer is Tuesday's Pazde iDec.ntoJan.111) 1
5 The uneven*
someone
If
4 Prue
flexible.
6 Paid notice
Be
6' L o.
1-Plit 0 A a
roTi.
"
1
7 Rodent
9 Seed
keeps you waiting, don't let it
12 Mature
II Borneo abo- 10 ea A A T 6 II IC' i ruin your day. Remember
TYRONE
CO
RID
13 At present
mine
teAs ,a(0$ good driving rules when
14 Baiter s
9 Card suit
e A M E A I Mall traveling.
10 Lubricate
product
1
LEDA. TIRE I T
P.: Li AQUARIUS
IS Be unsteady II Tiny
'0
,
1
AT (Jan. 20to Feb. 18,
_11111,
E D 1'0 U
17 Mexicanish
d
16 Weary
t 04
UN040T
WED
UN
19 Passagovroy 111 Wire mesYou could get into an arguITt
E uLOull ment with a friend about
2 Young goal
eters
•
A, T'
SOLD
11 Alu.
20 Scaa
money. Don't scatter your
t
01 A
24 Change the 22 Iftenwon
: AINT 50ME7i-iiNG
energies by trying to do too
a
ilfit 111111
color
Taut
23
7
0 i-oOLD
1-1_
26 Server Home 25 Oats
RANT many things at once
L
PISCES
riNNEC!)
29 DoCtrina
27 Via* whoa'
3' Jug tug
Feb. 19 to Mar 201
21 Furore
33 The sus
30 1.10
0 Turning
57 And
Higher-ups need to be handl114•40.
34 Article
32 Ikawbso of 47 Poppycock' 59 See 34
..11
ed with tact. Some pleasure
3.S Speck
the Soca
0 Animal
ACtOes
plans may be changed. Others
37 Scottish cap 36 M.lace
U Rip
60 Dawn podmay make extravagant pro.
39 40 s nescoh- 31I Army officer 64 Drop
daps
MEWS
boy
41 Substance SS Cul
63 Zake's
YOU BORN TODAY are
40 DocInew
43 Cheer
N Macaw
baiovail
47 &swots
versatile and can succeed in a
44 Aa Osmond
number of fields. Do not let a
aa *woad+
desire for material success
41 flap
keep you from taking a chance
SO Coselsois
on your individuality. You'll
S Seem dew
WHAT
ER. A ftecneT
CAN'T NOU
stand apart from the crowd
S3 Slave
weCOINO
KIND OF ePUE55
55 Tattoos
once you determine to do your
TRICK 2
WHAT ABOUT
Male
own thing You're inclined to
ULRICH
61 Wow fite1a1
Intellectual and creative
HERE?
67 Get up
endeavors and can succeed as
64 Groot wiser
a writer, teacher, artist, musiTALK.
66 1112 event
cian or actor. You have se
OS POMMY MAW
sots
Inuit in public service and
67 Aftermerivii
C n mike a genuine contribegin to the betterment of
DOWN
Birttidate of:
iNorto
.4117"
Welton' Amedeus Mozart,
mammal
composer; Jerome Kers.
2 Time pone by
3 Kap
composer; and Lewis Cerra.
re:MORROW:5NE ,SciE55109. 1 The Ewe.writer.
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2. Notice

Old you see 60 me/tufts?
Gift the rear4toey ' An
emerald has mined' a
more profitable And
realistic business and Is
earning 520 000 per
Call for an
month
appointment 502 117 1

Neve $ osinetes1 Call
759-4444 for ow lespiratioved message to
bright,. yaw day.
Childroa's tope 159
444$.
•

1675

FOR SALE
Two 12 Goage
Mignon Shotgons
Model 110 Itereingtoe

EXCELLENT
TYPIST

$249.00
Model
igloo

1100

NIGHT
MANAGER
Wiriere now accepting
application for No
position of night
ineirago. I perience
in s•Nisig women's
clothing eficessery.
[voting, arid some
S•adeys in the
schedele. Iscelleat
working conditions,
pod vocatioes, liberal
store imports. Apply
in person. 10:00 env
to 9:00 p.m.

Rent•

Fast & efficient,
refstances. Will
do tYPieil et night.
Call after 5 p.m.

S295.00
Vernon's
Western Store

M-I293

Olympic Plata
Hoofs 9.9 Daly, 16
Seedily.

ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN BEING A PART
OF NURSING MANAGEMENT?
If so, we are looking for yowl
We hove en KCU Coordinator's pesitien *pen.
Ycv will be responsible for comfiest* petieet
core, loologieg a staff of 14 *N's and LPN's, acid
he ofeesober of the Nosing Mortoprosent Ti....
Miniowas Oisolificatheis:
2 years nosing experience in ICCU
ISM preferred
Alerting Alloaegeentet Experience preferred
If yew ere interested, contort
Loom Posilletee, RN
Director of Horsing
Mehlefeberg Coomensity Hospital
Greftoville, kentficky 42345
($02)331-4211, ht. 193

2 Notice

.

Want to Buy

11

30 Business Rentals

sirwwf.C al da.s 401
Sal 3161 n 4r55 •
)062

ler yeer calves...co
6erso. hem owe lees Dept
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will be
hem 5 30 PM to S 00 P
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pa
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'
"Fee

sit
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th1N

1974 Chevrolet 414
10 with PS
PS and air. 51475
We olso hove 5 other
44 pickups all local
trade ins. Come by
and see them
pickup. C

PARKER
FORD INC.
701 Main
Murray Ky
753 5213

45 Farms for Sale

•

4400
As
:all 174 7777

Id. Horne Furnishings
0NA PAN?'

•

percnr,
ne

F
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r
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Kerrey Sy 47071
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50. Used Trucks

BB
Petroleum •Fto., 211.4 F*
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;Atari..
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fireplaces.
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Glover 73 1 8 7 3

lock

We do any type

of 121 ond
Rob Meson Rood Call

the corner

4611

of cleaning.

5

offer

I53 2967

641

acre.

miles from Murray at

onli•

Cm,

stops painting

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE

shady lot, carpeted. 3

1,14re-rp,s

t

'
:
1
4
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53 Ser •,:eS Ofterec

FOR SALE
lcits of privacy in this
elegant 3 bedrooms, 3
bath country home 2

44

C 1

Co

•

`‘.

refl

Realty

Roberts
Real

34 Houses for Rent

LO'renArs

1 rtri

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all -houses It

_•

• ntrr1,4"

'.Js
• • 's

• s.

Alone

.1"'

•

A

,

1

if ,er
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We Love You
Kathy, David, Robin, Danny and Krystal

•

ilos,o[eas•

Mur,

Happy Bilihday Mom
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17 Vacuum Cleaners
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SPECIAL
FOR TODAY

15 Articles for Sale

A MODERN
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
POLICY
Covers Medico,'s
Port A & Port II
hoperliot Featetes
Hene-f,.•
11.4.041.1 A.10.1.e4dFa, ...t• Iten•-flt•
l'b.iilen 4 I
prry••• neflt•
Preecsoroose teed. .
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1 1 lit
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5 Lost and Found

6

Shopping Ctr
Murray, Restock y

53 Services Offered

3 Clt.).s.es

BEHR'S
Central

53. Services Offered

43 Real Estate

474-8838

p.m.
Ii

1255 or 75

I,

loc.•ted
Wes!

Phone 153 1914

Liquidation Sale

%essont..!

OM, and
514 •
125 a F.

„
.1' 4'

1/3t075%

AO- watts
59
Ci *
e

SI

Sale In All Departments.
Boots, Shoes, Clothes, Hats, Buckles, Etc.
Horse Tack. Jewelry Dept. The Only Exception From The Sale is Guns.

°

1 -6 Sunday

4.4

,•

S.. •
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•
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t

41", 1)6,8

tJ Real Estate

For

Pordons & Therinen
tolerance
Reel Estate
Seethside Coors So
klerrey Kentucky
751 1451

( nn 73

na,n

•

A

3 5 n,
For lo is. h bar ' -eso 10
.41411 bar
111.n
II 9'4
Hardw.ire Par,.
cn'S

V.Mobile Home Sales
12.60 Aif i.ner two be
droom two bath trailer
Y515500
_
111170
I bedroom 7
Oath built new home.
"mist sell take 'over
pa,ments 437 .1111
11.6$,

7

tub baths
A Showers Ali pier tr.(
• -.rat heat And or
unfurnished (005 StOvr
Concrete
steps
flood light 010.- ks an
hors
pole and boa
As..nia SY TOO COM,
look: make otter 19011
6426345
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• •• • • eler

Irmumelo
Strout

r

1,
•
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Realty
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011ie. Con, I.
Our... hem I intrewlier•

.11414••.

leieble Serves Si.. 19011
111 7 Ceilivreere, lead
lioorreo lootembo 4/071
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CHIM CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4192
435 4348

'
• ,,.te

15071 753 else
Awyteme
)013 11111111001
S..'.,
lotoesed I lloomied

001 1,

•"
. 41.
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47 Motorcycles

56 Free Column

•,

RI Ai.TORS
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Universities offer workshops for medical, dental students

HEALTH
Trimming the waist
Lowrance E. Lainb,M.D.
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muscles' in hard and bold
them in the tensed position
Hold for about 15 seconds
rills and repeat Do at least
10 of these rest for a few
minutes and repeat them
In a .few weeks you may
then be able to do a sit up
and if not put your hands on
your bent knees and use your
arms to assist you in doing
your first sit-up (se this aid
until you ( an do a sit-up
oithout your'hands on your
knees
If that doesn t get you
started then go see a physiI d 1 medicine specialist or a
physu al therapist who will
help you in perfecting your
tut hnique in doing a proper
"it Up

ii ups leg lifts and volun
car%• cintrac (ions of your
abdominal muscles are the
main eller( ise hut others to
hold !.our spine erect prop
ills :ire also important
These are all discussed in
The Health Letter 17 10.
%inning the Battle of the
Bulge %filch I am sending
you I It her. can vend 75
:• cent. with J long stamped
sea addressed i•nvelope for
to rile in( are of this news
paper. PU Lius.11/51. Radio
kits Station NeSs York NY
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for a beer or glass of wine
now and then Working is
supposed to cause low birth
weight and a man on TV said
intercourse can be more of a
factor in premature labor
and low birth weight than
anything else
Now let s face it. for hundreds of generations women
have had babies even though
they worked. drank wine and
in recent times smoked and
yet they had healthy babies
Am I really endangering my
child by working. having a
glass of wine once a 'week
and an occasional roll in the
feathers'
Lots
IJEAR READER'
of good ideas are overdone
It is the human tendency to
wretched excess lin glad
you quit smoking as that ii
very important And over
two glasses of wine a day
may be a problem The baby
doesn't have the enzyme system to handle alcohol so
alcohol should be infrequent
and in small amounts And
unless Were is a threatened
misramsge most women
can enjoy sex until the last
six weeks of
ncy
Check with your obstetrician
for his recommendation in
your case When a woman
has an orgasm it stimulates
uterine contractions

DEAR DR t:AMII
Maybe it IN bet :SUM I am
pregnant but I am disturbed
Adolf Hitler's Nazi
tis the media • barrage of
ii,..•rosil.1% findings regard regime decreed military
int; pregnanc.%
I ye quit training for German
tricticing and drinking except children in 1936.

FRANKFORT — Sixtyfive high school seniors
who live in certain Kentucky counties and who
want to become doctors
or dentists will get an early Mart toward their goal
next summer at the
University of Kentucky.
the University of
Louisville or Kentucky

participate will meet and
State University
The students will be work with medical and
chosen to attend a college dental students and
preparatory workshop receive instruction in
Lasting five to seven reading, writing, studyweeks. Applicants must skills and problem solvlive in Kentucky counties ing.
They also will attend
or areas of some counties
science classes to
that historically have
too few doctors or den- prepare them for their
premedical or predental
tists.
The workshops are of- studies.
Walk to fitness fered through the Profes- Room and board and all
ESCONDIDO. Calif sional Education workshop materials will
i AP — Steve Reeves, a Preparation Program be provided without
former Mr. Universe and created by the 1980 charge to the participant.
Each student will receive
muscular Mar of Her- General Assembly.
Students selected to an allowance for personal
cules movies, isn't slowing down much at age 57,
and wants other people to
hurry up.
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
He's developed a new
WITH GENUINE
FEELING
technique for people to
GM PARTS
flex their muscles, particularly in their legs, by
what he calls 'PowerWalking "
Reeves, who wrote a
book on the technique.
says PowerWalking
-looks like a brisk walk,
like you have somewhere
to go and you're getting
there in a hurry. But it's
19111 Chevrolet Scott:dole
much more than that '•
Whyte
20 settes 1 4en, %tetel hot, bed,
who
-Reeves,
automatic, ciir condintining, power steer
included "Duel of the
(mg
power brakes, ousiliory tanks,
Titans," "Morgan the
41.XX X miles.
Pirate," viler-cults Unchained," "Goliath and
the Barbarians" and
"Athena," says the walking technique coordinates
rhythmic breathing and
641 S. Murray
753-2617
arm movements with
long strides to improve
iFfCz.
AC= AC= maw
fitness

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Program, Kentucky
Council.on Higher Education, West Frankfort Ofice Complex, Fratitfort.
Ky. 40801 4501-104-374$i.
Applications must be
received by April 2. 1983.
Graduating seniors
who live in the following
counties are eligible to
apply: Lyon and Trigg.

expenses.
Interested high school
BOUM can get further information and application forms from their
high school counselor or
principal, by contacting
the school superintendent's office or by contacting the Professional
Education Preparation
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WIGGINS FURNITURE
Biq Once A Year Wall- To-Wall Sale
(CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDA Y)

1
. --Beautiful
Solid Wood

Bedroom Suites
Less Than

$800°°\\

(Dresser-Chest-Bad
One Nits Stand)

Sale Starts — Friday — Jan. 28
At 8:30 A.M.
"Extra Discount"
If U-Haul

Some

Bunk Beds

1/
/
1 3 off Regular Price on
All Gun Cabinets, Curios
& Bookshelves
Big Selection of Lamps
/
1
2 Price

/Southerlands
Dreamliner!
Bedding - Full Size
Set- Sax Spring
and Mattress
Prices Start At

Over 65 Recliners
Berkline — Flexsteel —
and Barcoloungers

Our Very Best
Perfect Puff Set

Prices Slashed For This Sale

$25995
7 Large Used Metal Office Desks
$90°° To il 2500 Each

200 Sofas,
Love Seats & Chairs
Durable Fabrics
Beautiful Colors
Solids-Plaid-Floral

Baby Cribs V3 off
Regular Price While They Last

Stack Tables

Dinette Sets

1/3.

Big Selection
of 5& 7 Pieces
Chrome & Bronze

Big Selection of
Odd Occasional
Chairs
_,,_

1/3.s
III

St°
4P+4.44.
.44%"
eei
44
4odie
*04.

"Odds & Ends"
End Tablas
Nita Stands
Wood Ottomans
One Group
Lamps

$15°°

loch

2 Pc. Vinyl Hid•-o-bed
Regular *699"
On Sole For
$49995

Beautiful - Solid Oak
Maple & Pine

Only 2In Stock

Dining Room Suites

Big Markdown

J. P. Nesbitts
(Adjoining Wiggins Furaltme)

I
V

$11995 s,„

(If You Can't — We'll Deliver)

And

cc.

Unusual Gifts &
Wicker Selections
Oa Ude 2551,;r--751i
25 Years Alio - la January
We Opened A Store Is Murray, Ky.
W•APPteciate Your IlosIness owl

never

game

. arell..1114

ftb
.
cif

4 °6 #.16rs4 143/44,
44,6fr44%

Save
22%
to
25%
Save on
(j(1*.it SaVItlq% t.lil()r (11,1,1v f(

today Our cor,nfr ir table
care Potion Pant*" Nitritir ,f,
Blazer."and Motion Skirt — or
100% stretch woven polyester
Matching ruffled blouses of
Ultressal polyester Fashion
colors
Reg
Motion Pant"'
$18
Stnpe blouse
$21
Motion Skirt'
$18
Motion Blazer"' $50

Solo
1-3.99
15.99
13.99
36.99

LARGE SIZES:
Reg
Motion'" ruffle
shirt
Motion Pant'

$18
5521
Motion Skirt'"
$20
Motion Blazer.
" $55

Ilmellnial141111Millioseillirniall,at Wow X.surn"sirs* Oposair
vapnompoilljem low 1111111891111111

onwanola 4010 0.11.11111. ea" was'Iowan** ow

Sale
13.99
15.99
15.99
39.99

IFOMM•010.awldwasam Om Ownion mow mum so mg*s•anne imaran" Ow grown annsawe aft was wonnowa

I'S

25% off
all tights and
legwarmers.
Color-coordinated to go with our leotards
Nice, too, for casual wear Finish your
look with legwarmers also at 25°.
savings
Reg
Sale
4.50
Legwarrners shown
600
262
Arresta Run" tights
350

20% off
leotards.

All you need for a beautiful workout For
dance class the leotard in a soft blend
of nylon withtyclae sPandex In lovely
colors too
Reg
Sale
Leotard shown
6 40
$8

Only

14.99

Ret.19 99.0iiirfooded fleece warm-up
set In pretty C010r5 Like strawberry,
turquoise and lilac Poly cotton.
At a special low once'
Women'ssportswier clew

Sweatworks".
20% offs
For °kerma at a different pace try the
rm-ups suits
Sweatworks• basics
and more All at 20:
0 savings Come see
our entire collection
fashion shirt

Jacket
Pant
Wootso's sportswear dept

Reg
S16
$18
$14

Sale
12.80
14.40
11.20

JCPenney

I fo.
Poplin seersui ker
reversoble
Designer look bar r.1( lit Li
Famous name iook
Jacket

Sato.

40
S-1*

29 99
29 99

f`.

24 99

Sweater up
in cotton
and save!

Sale
10.99
Reg. $15. The seasons hottest Ir)ok
at 26°0 savings A IOW.cotton Wimp(
sweater Bubble stitch with stylish three
quarter sleeves Banded cuffs and
bottom Choose from fashion coots
Mosses size& S.M L

Sole
10.99
to
18.99
Pair ups
for guys.
Reg.$15 to $25. Par Four'" and more
Shuts with winning details. Like epaulets
or piping And,racy ways with stnpes Pair
up with chino Of duck slacks Designed
for the easy life in easy-care fabrics
Ment sizes
Sale
Reg
$15 10.99
Par Four'stripe shirt
$18 11.99
2 • 2 knit shirt
$25 18.99
Par Four'slacks

Stafford!
Sale 13.99
Reg.$18. Our Stafford' button-down
oxford classic. Tailored in 60% cotton for
comfort and good looks. 40% poly for
easy-care In a choice of colors.
Mans sizes

25% off
all neckties.
Styles for everyone Start with our Own
Stafford'ties. In panels Or fine stripes
Or,choose from pin dots, polka dots,
siroveri looks and more In wool, set, poly
and blends. A125% off regular prices
Of course you can char
11111

•

25%
off
Lightweight
jackets.
our lightweight wrentef's AMY* the 1-ttift out
• on oil!
441 tall And n iw you rtti say?
entire %rile( tion All are ea%y care labrir
ChOese our r adrit (Mar style with .trap
cloSure and knit trim A designer look
contour lacket Or a winning River sink.
baseball jacket with accent piping ti
Men s %,..• •
a sample Come see the

Sale
535 26.25
$42 31.50
S40 30.00

Reg
Cadet I ollar J.14 luit
Contour ta%hinn picket
iacket

Men's
flannels.
Now 5.99
Odg.899 and 9 99 Stay atvad (it Old
Man Winter with our 10000 Cotton flannel
shots In assorted plaid penis Mee s'saes
S.M.LXL Mens taN, M.L.XL
Inserrnediata markdowns raw him been
taken.

4

•
•

20%
off.
Superwear

TM

for all the kids.
These clothes can take just about
anything kids can dish out And still look
great' All in stay-neat poly/cotton
Mom loves
FOR GIRLS:
Size Reg Sale
Superwear
top
knit
4-6X
$6 4.80
Superwear
placket tops
S.M.L. $11 8.80
Super Denim'jeans 4-6X $11 8.80
Super Denim.jeans _ _7-14 $13 10.40
FOR BOYS,
Size Reg
Superwear'y
V-neck tops
4-7
$7
Superwear'"
V-neck tops
S.M.L.XL
$8
Super Denim° jeans
4-7
$8
Super Denim* jeans 8-16 $10

oh.

Sale
5.60
6.40
6.40
8.00

. •
• ".•
•
•.•
•

:
•
.
•

•

• • ••
.
•

•
•
. ••
•
.
' ••
•

Save on the
basics,too!
Comfortable rib knd briefs for boys In
combed cotton/Fortrel• poly. Cute cotton
blunts or bnefs or girls. With assorted
screen-print designs. 4 to 14
Size Rog.
Boys' bete's.
3-pack
8-20 5.49
.
Bap'COOL
3-pock
2-7 499
Gins'cotton W
Wm.e'
1.39
ach
Gott cotton Ones,3-pock
329
Stock-up savings-on socks for boys
and girfs.
•

RIR ORM •
Potwar.is.3-pack.
Cil.dfldstsSpeck
nklets.
PON SOY&
Oviahels-callcanon
tubssacks.0-pack

As

Ws
4.39
3.99
1.11
2.83

Oft

.2.19 1.71
Rag. SW
0.49 5.19

50%
off
Dynasty
towels.
• Towels with imperfections so slight they won t affect the looks or durability
Lush cotton ternes thick enough to
soak up every drop of water Soft and
luxunous. too And, they're real bathing
beauties in delightful decorator-look
shades

Bath towel

$12

Hand towel

$8

Wash cloth

$3

5.99
3.99
1.49

16.99
Twin or full
quilted
bedspread.
Charming floral bedspread of Fortref•
polyester/cbtton. Plumped with polyester
fiberfill for webs Warmth wid comfort.
Choose twin Of full sizes. All at the same
tow special price. In assorted color
schemes to match your decor

25%
off
Warm-ups.
Find winning savings on our Track N
Court' warm-ups for the whole family'
Go the distance in the comfort of triple
knit acrylic Jacket hash zip-front and convertible collar With triple shoulder
stripes and contrast collar Team it up
with matching pull-on sweater-pants with
back patch pockets
Reg
Sale
24 99 18.69
Men s or women s
21 99 16.49
Youth

Save on Nike'.
The whole family saves on Nike!
Choose training shoes with nylon uppers
and suede tnm.toe cap. backstay and
arch support. For basketball and
.6-around use,select Nike• with canvas
uppers, rubber sole with rubber toe guard
and padded collar
Reg. Sole
Menti or women's
Monter.yU
2149 17.99
21 99 17.90
Ntuth Rascal
Mont Court 144aSter
18.99 13.99
Mona Court Press
.19.99 14.99

EVENT ENDS SATURDAY,JANUARY 29
MURRAY.KENTUCKY
716 NORTH 12TH STREET
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